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"This composition ofourtime and place embraces six billion people with theirfaces 
young and old, some being born and others dying, some white and many brown 
and yellow and black. Each one is a unique individual, they all aspire to live life, to 
use their talents, to support their families and care for their children and elders, to 
enjoy peace and security and to make tomorrow better. 
Thanks to science and technology, human society is able to solve problems such as 
feeding the hungry, sheltering the homeless or developing more just conditions of 
life, but stubbornly fails to accomplish this. How can a booming economy, the most 
prosperous and global ever, still leave over half of humanity in poverty? 
Injustice is rooted in a spiritual problem, and its solution requires a spiritual con-
version of each one's heart and a cultural conversion of our global society so that 
humankind, with all the powerful means at its disposal, might exercise the will to 
change the sinful structures afflicting our world." 
Rev. Peter-Hans Kolvenbach, S.). 
Superior General of the Society ofjesus 
Santa Clara University, October 6, 2000 


XAVIER UNIVERSITY BoARD OF TRUSTEES 
Phyllis Adams 
Rosa Blackwell 
Gordon F. Brunner '65 
Luke J. Byrne, S.J. 
Robert H. Castellini 
Michael D. Class, S.J. 
Thomas G. Cody 
Michael J. Conaton 'ss 
Robert A. Conway' 49 
Gerald J. DeBrunner '59 
Walter C. Deye, S.J. 
James W. Duff '62 
Charles P. Gallagher '6o 
Vincent H. Beckman '38 
University Counsel 
Roger A. Fortin 
Academic Vice President and Provost 
J. Richard Hirte 
Senior Vice President for Financia I Administration 
Joseph A. Pichler (Chairman) 
Louise A. Head '86 
Sylvia Sieve Hendon 
Barbara J. Howard '76 
Damon D. Jones '97 
Catherine H. Kennedy '64 
Donald P. Klekamp '54 
Robert J. Kohlhepp '71 
Gregory N. P. l<onz, S.J. 
A. G. Lafley 
John LaRocca, S.J. 
John C. Lechleiter 
Lawrence A. Leser '57 
OFFICERS OF THE UNIVERSITY 
Michael J. Graham, S.J. 
President 
J. Leo Klein, S.J. '55 
Vice President for Mission and Ministry 
John F. l<ucia '72 
Administrative Vice President 
John B. Maydonovitch '70 
RalphS. Michael Ill 
James John Miracky, S.J. 
Daniel M. Murphy '85 
Thomas P. O'Donnell Jr. '53 
Janet Butler Reid 
Edwin J. Rigaud 
Joseph L. Rippe '72 
joseph P. Viviano '59 
J. Philip Vollmer '67 
l<athlyn R. Wade '77 
l<evin W. Wildes, S.J. 
Thomas L. Williams 
Gary R. Massa '84 
Vice President for University Relations 
Ronald A. Slepitza 
Vice President for Student Development 
Mary M. Walker 
lntf'rim Virf' PrPsident for Information Resources 
OTHER MEMBERS OF THE STAGE PARTY 
Marc M. Camille 
Dean of Admission 
W. Allen Cole Ill 
University Registrar 
Stanley E. Hedeen 
Grand Marshal 
Neil R. Heighberger 
Dean College of Social Sciences 
Thomas l<ennealy, S.J. 
Associate Dean Colleges of Arts and Sciences and 
Social Sciences 
Nancy Bertaux 
Chair, Faculty Committee 
Michelle Lyman 
Valedictorian 
Ali R. Malekzadeh 
Dean Williams College of Business 
james S. McCoy 
Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management 
Mary Kay Meyer 
Acting Dean for Non-Traditional Programs 
Christine Petter-Wroblewski 
Director for Campus Ministry 
Rod Rodriguez '68 
President National Alumni Association 
Kandi M. Stinson 
Interim Associate Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
Raghu Tadepalli 
Associate Dean Williams College of Business 
Janice B. Walker 
Dean College of Arts and Sciences 
JoAnne L. Young 
Associate Vice President for Library Services 
Date indicates year of graduation from Xavier University 
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UNDERGRADUATE COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES 
PROCESSIONAL 
Pomp and Circumstance, Edward W. Elgar 
Rondeau, jean Joseph Mourret 
The Marching Song, Edward Solomon 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY FACULTY AND STAFF 




Class of 2005 
BoARD oF TRusTEES 
HoNORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT 
GRAND MARSHAL 
Stanley E. Hedeen 
Professor of Biology 
PRESIDENT 
Michael J. Graham, S.j. 
MASTER OF CEREMONIES 
Roger A. Fortin 
Academic Vice President and Provost 
PosTING oF COLoRs 
Xavier University ROTC Battalion 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM 
Members of the Xavier University Concert Choir 
INVOCATION 
Christine Potter-Wroblewski 
Director for Campus Ministry 
INTRODUCTION OF BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Roger A. Fortin 
PRESENTATION OF LEADERSHIP MEDALLION 
Vickie jones, Presenter 
James C. King, Recipient 
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS 
Maureen A. Fay O.P. 
Former President University of Detroit Mercy 
CoNFERRAL or HoNORARY DEGREE 
Michael]. Graham, S.]. 
President 
Catherine H. Kennedy, Presenter 
Maureen A. Fay O.P. 
Doctor of Humanities, honoris co usa 
VALEDICTORY 
Michelle Lyman 
Class of 2005 
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES 
Roger A. Fortin 
Janice B. Walker, Dean College of Arts & Sciences 
Neil R. Heigh berger, Dean College of Social Sciences 
Ali R. Malekzadeh, Dean Williams College of Business 
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES 
Michael]. Graham, 5.). 
READER 
Marc M. Camille 
Dean of Admission 
INCIDENTAL MUSIC 
(to permit graduates to return to their places) 
ALUMNI GREETING 
Rod Rodriguez '68 
President National Alumni Association 
ALMA MATER XAVIER 
(inside back cover) 




Michael J. Graham, S.). 
President 
RECESSIONAL 









Robert William Brewer 
Summa Cum Laude 
Edward James Clark 
Margaret Elaine Ferretti 
Kristen Elizabeth Larcher 
Anthony Grant McCosham 
Jennifer Marie Ross 
BACHELOR OF ARTS" UNIVERSITY 
SCHOLAR 
December :1.6, 2004 
Lindsay Elizabeth Kottmann 
Cum Laude 
Mays, 2005 
Scott Spencer Allison 




Emily Clare Brown 
Jennifer Lynne Decker 
Jeffrey David DeFauw 
Cum Laude 
james Charles Dillon Ill 
Clare Marie Ettensohn 
Cum Laude 
Rebecca Louise Faust 
Jade Ann Gilliland 
Michelle Ann Goliber 
Summa cum Laude 
Amy Christine Hammer 
Clare Rita Herlihy 
Magna Cum Laude 
Adam Christopher Hohl 
Cum Laude 
Molly Anne Jacobs 
Magna Cum Laude 
Joshua Jon Kataoka 
Nicholas Carlo Miraldi 
Jennifer Christin Moning 
Magna Cum Laude 
HONORS PROGRAMS 
Jessica Lauren Moore 
Magna Cum Laude 
Daniel jeffrey O'Brien 
Magna Cum Laude 
John Panagiotidis 
Pavan Vijay Paril<h 
Joanna Rhea Pitstick 
Summa Cum Laude 
Isaac Martin Rethy 
Cum Laude 
Adam Joseph Schira 
Cum Laude 
Angela Loring Schirber 
Timothy Patrick Shields 
Cum Laude 
Margaret Connelly Shinn 
Megan Kathleen Siehl 
Magna Cum Laude 
Lindsay Marie Sutton 
Magna Cum Laude 
Lisa Shereen Warner 
Ryan Gregory Williamson 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE-
UNIVERSITY SCHOLAR 
August 13, 2004 
Katherine Anne Porter 
Magna Cum Laude 
December :1.6, 2004 
Heather Renee Fry 
Magna Cum Laude 
May 5, 2005 
Adam Michael Azman 
Cum Laude 
Sarah Nicole Baker 
Lauren Elizabeth Bates 
Cum Laude 
Matthew Dillon Brockhaus 
Michelle Marie Broestl 
Summa Cum Laude 
Elizabeth Ann Chmelik 
Summa Cum Laude 
Lauren Elizabeth Clary 
Summa Cum Laude 
Brian Robert Clear 
Magna Cum Laude 
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Therese Jeanette Dorau 
Cum Laude 
Danielle Marie Erney 
Magna Cum Laude 
Antonio Manuel Garcia 
Shawn Ashwin Lewis 
Magna Cum Laude 
Julia Marie Matson 
Cum laude 
Lawrence Jan McCullough 
Cum Laude 
Ashley Marie McMaster 
Cum Laude 
Sarah Anne Mellion 
Cum Laude 
Anubhav Mital 
Summa Cum Laude 
Scott Alan Oosting 
Lindsay Dianne Prunty 
Summa Cum Laude 
Brian Carl Ray 
Magna Cum Laude 
Brianne Nicole Schwanitz 
Summa Cum Laude 
William Petrie Schwarz 
Cum Laude 
Sarah Marie Short 
Magna Cum Laude 
Michelle Elizabeth Sudheimer 
Stephanie M. Sullivan 
Cum Laude 
Alexandria Dawn Tobler 
Trisha LuAnn Tucker 
Erin Kathleen Weir 
Summa Cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SciENCE IN 
BusiNESS ADMINISTRATION~ 
UNIVERSITY SCHOLAR 
December :1.6, 2004 
Timothy James Callan 
Magna Cum Laude 
Mays. :zoos 
Elizabeth Jean Arnett 
Molly Maureen Bayer 
Summa Cum Laude 
Rachel Marie Blosser 
Marcy Anne Conklin 
Summa Cum laude 
Elizabeth Ann Durnell 
Adam john Fraser 
James jay Gibson 
Cum laude 
)omaile Ragel Holland 
Christina Louise johnson 
Cum laude 
Nicholas Ryan Kiefer 
Magna Cum laude 
BarrettJason Kumar 
Matthew Cannon Rosfelder 
Magna Cum laude 




Danielle Lyn Hoog 
Cum laude 




Jennifer Diane Causey 




Katherine Anne Mattingly 
Cum laude 
UNIVERSITY SERVICE fELLOWS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS-
UNIVERSITY ScHOLAR 





BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
May 5, aoos 
l<elly Long 
jennifer Smolinski 
Summa Cum Laude 






THE CoLLEGE or ARTS AND SciENCES 
AssociATE OF ARTS 
December :1.6, 2004 
Robert G. johnson 
Latoya Shaman King 
Karen Ann Kotsovos 
With High Honor 




Tanishia Miechelle Elliott 
Alicia Etter-Zanders 
Lisa Christina Jenkins-Davis 
Robert George Johnson 
Theresa Anne Tuttle 
AssociATE oF SciENCE 
August 13, aoo4 
Melissa jane Campbell 
With Honor 
Kaleena Marie Davis 
Laura Adelaide Dever 
With Highest Honor 
Karen Marie jones 
Melissa Ann l<arl 
Nicole Marie Layer 
With Honor 
Rachel Marie Lillis 
Kelly Marie McGill 
Danielle Nicole Schuckman 
Latwan Speed 
Erica E. Waldmann 
With Honor 
Amy Nicole Willen brink 
With High Honor 
Mays. :zoos 
Stephen L. Amann 
Melissa Sue Davidson 
Kevin Patrick Johnson 
Cum Laude 
Megan T. Law 
Emily Rae Niehoff 
Dr. Janice B. Walker, Dean 
Alesha Nicole Pottenger 
Cum Laude 
Stephanie Sue Saurber 
Erica Rose Schmidt 
Magna Cum Laude 
Erin Michelle Vi ox 
Cum Laude 
John Michael Wood 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
August :1.3, 2004 
Moira Elizabeth Alter 
Lauren Marie Amyot 
Danielle Rose Bennett 
Thomas Earl Blumena 
Molly Doseck Bortz 
Cum Laude 
Sara Elizabeth Brummett 
Magna Cum Laude 
Louis Daniel Christopher 
Abigail Amanda Colich 
Nikida Lynn Davis 
GreerTripi Delaney 
Charles Jeremyn Fischer 
Roger Alan Giblin 
joseph John Hanko II 
John Albert l<unkel 
John Thomas Orr 
Laura Marie Schmidt 
Summa Cum Laude 
Timothy William Troutman 
Jeffry Thiraboon Ushupun 
Magna Cum Laude 
Emily Christine Weimer 
December 16, 2004 
Kelley Lynn Apking 
PeterS. Barrett 
Micah Ellen Brooks 
Summa Cum Laude 
Anna M. Burdick 
Jessica Anne Butler 
Andrew l<ueven Clark 
Laura Colleen Conners 
Cum Laude 
Marianne Lynn Cummings 
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Christine Anne Go 
Brian James Gogan 
Summa Cum Laude 
Richard Joseph l<ocon Jr. 
Lisa Ann Mueller 
Gina Marie Paulinelli 
Tiffany Renee Robinson 
Ashley Danielle Ruef 
Cum Laude 
Nathan Donald Siegwart 
Marie Smith 
Jenna Marie Theobald 
Ashley Crawford Thompson 
Eileen Garvin Turner 
Cum Laude 
Mays,aoos 
Rachael Marie Anderson 
Brooke Leigh Aufranc 
Magna Cum Laude 
Rachel Marie Beck 
Cum laude 
Tejai Lee-El Davon Beulah 
Cum Laude 
Walter Michael Bosse 
Cum Laude 
Nolan Carey Fratti Bowers 
Emily Clare Brown 
Beverly A. Burkhart 
Emily Marie Busam 
Cum Laude 
William Oneal Caudle 
Laura Cesafsky 
James Xavier Clair Jr. 
Elizabeth Anne-marie Clanton 
Melissa Natasha Clavier 
Magna Cum Laude 
Anthony Michael Colella 
DanielS. Cox 
Betzaida Noemi Cuellar 
Shonita Danyell Cunningham 
Lauren Driscoll Danielson 
Sarah Kennedy Davidson 
Charmaine Janelle Davis 
Mills Rupert Dooley 
Lauren Paige Durst 
Magna Cum Laude 
!'Nelle Marie Easley 
Scott Richard Ebner 
Tristan William Eckerson 
Jennifer Marie Eling 
Summa Cum Laude 
Tanishia Miechelle Elliott 
Colin Brant England 
Magna Cum Laude 
Ryan Thomas Engle 
Michael Logan Etherton 
Timothy Lee Fair 
Matthew Joseph Feeney 
George Dominick Feldick 
Michael George·Vincent Felger 
Megan Leigh Fordyce 
Cum laude 
Jeffrey David Fulton 
William).Gall 
Phillip Michael Galli 
Angela Grace Garcia 
Cum Laude 
Kathleen Elizabeth Gareau 
Katherine Ann Gilfilen 
Patrick WilHam Gill 
Cum laude 
David Thomas Gilmore Jr. 
Tonja Ann Grant 
Elizabeth Anne Grimes 
Matthew Phillip Groene 
Kathy Lynne Hahn 
Kristen Marie Hake 
Emily Kathleen Hannah 
Jacqueline Louise Hatchett 
Cum Laude 
Alexis Michele Henderson 
Mark Alan Hoff 
Katherine Marguerite Hunt 
Magna Cum laude 
Athena Alexandra lnempolidis 
Jay Justin MichaE!Ilohnson 
Cum l.iiudr~ 
Joshua Jon Kataok<l 
l'll7abeth Coulintll: Kauffman 
! U!H l~iHJf 
Ad de mtd l<aw!~rk 
P.mkk SIW!'iin Kr•Uehur 
M.iitr«tJ~ij ~:om LotU·ih'· 
Lisa Marie Kiselewich 
Robert James l<itchens 
Richard Justin Klinker 
Matthew Robert Kloss 
Kathleen Anne Koester 
Magna Cum Laude 
Michael A. Kosoglov 
Kristina Noel Koulouris 
Michelle Marie Kramer 
Magna Cum Laude 
Clara Ruthanne Kuhlman 
Katherine Marie Landry 
Magna Cum Laude 
Alison Taaffe Langenbahn 
John Robert Lavelle 
Kathryn Hood Leslie 
Theodore Jay Levatter 
Cum Laude 
Brian James Lindner 
Cum Laude 
Mercedes M. Llanes 
Lakisha Sheree Love 
Katrina Renee Mahlervvein 
Cum Laude 
lee Malatesta 
Angela Michelle Manfra 
Allison Marie McCartney 
Darby Joseph McFarland 
Brigid Anne McGivern 
Nora Elizabeth Mcinerny 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kevin Martin McKenna 
Gregory Robert Meyer 
Megan Jayne Millay 
Charles Anthony Mirus 
MJgna Cum Laude 
Chavon Denise Mitchell 
Cum l.dude 
Andrew Jordan Mongell 
Glen Douglas Montgomery 
Katherine Helene Moran 
Eric Christopher Nemecek 
Kathryn Jean Noble 
f<yan Timothy Novak 
Adt•ola Olar,unkanmi Olanrewaju 
John Pitndginticlis 
l'av;w Vi jay Parikh 
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Steven Tyler Petrovic 
Darcy Evin Phillips 
Emily Nicole Pierce 
Sarah Elizabeth Plummer 
Amanda Lynn Powell 
Anna Marie Pranger 
Magna Cum Laude 
Gabrielle Nicole Price 
Kristin Kathleen Reitz 
Sara Michelle Rielag 
Bethany Jill Roeth 
Brooks Francis Rogalski 
Bess Rowland 
Alexander David Sanders 
Andrew). Sandman 
Tiffany Marie Sands 
Matthew Jefferey Sargeant 
Christopher William Schaaf 
Nicholas Sweeney Schneider 
Kathryn. Ross Schulte 
Cum Laude 
Sahil Sharma 
Maria Therese Sheeran 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jason Wesley Shepherd 
Candace Elaine Smith 
Sarah McCuiston Sparks 
Summa Cum Laude 
Marcie Lynn Stayton 
Cum Laude 
Courtney Michele Streber 
Damien Lee Strecker 
Anna Francis Sturgeon 
Michael Charles Svihlik 
Alexander Michael Tepe 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jennifer Susan Tepe 
Adam Joseph Teutsch 
Ayana Jur'ran Thomas 
Christopher Charles Tieke 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kevin James Trapp 
Joshua Adam Vaught 
Brad Douglas Wadi 
Sheldon Frank Wagner J J 1 
lillian Nicole Walter 
Brian Patrick Waymire 
J'Nelle Marie Easley 
Scott Richard Ebner 
Tristan William Eckerson 
Jennifer Marie Eling 
Summa Cum Laude 
Tanishia Miechelle Elliott 
Colin Brant England 
Magna Cum Lau~a , 
Ryan Thomas Engle 
Michael Logan Etherton 
Timothy Lee Fair 
Matthew Joseph Feeney 
George Domirllck Fe!dick 
Michael George-Vincent Felger 
Megan Leigh Fordyce 
Cum Laude 
Jeffrey David Fulton 
William]. Gall 
Phillip Michael Galli 
Angela Grace Garda 
Cum Laude 
Kathleen Elizabeth,!Jareau 
Katherine Ann Gilfilen 
Patrick William Gill 
Cum Laude 
David Thomas Gilmore Jr. 
Tonja Ann Grant 
Elizabeth Anne Grimes 
Matthew Phillip Groene 
Kathy Lynne Hahn 
Kristen Marie Hake 
Emily Kathleen Hannah. 
Jacqueline louise Hatchett 
Cum Liwde · 
Alexis Michele Henderson 
Mark Alan Hoff 
Katherine Marguerite Hunt 
Magna Cum Laude 
Athena Alexandra lnernpolidis 
Jay Justin Michael Johnson 
Cum Laude 
Joshua Jon Kataoka 
Elizabeth Couzlnet Kauffman 
Cum Laude 
Adele Rita Kawerk 
Patrick Sheerin Kelleher 
Magna Cum Laude 
Lisa Marie Kiselewich 
Robert James Kitchens 
Richard Justin Klinker 
Matthew Robert Kloss 
Kathleen Anne Koester 
Magna Cum Laude 
Michael A. Kosoglov 
Kristina Noel Koulouris 
Michelle Marie Kramer 
Magna Cum Laude 
Clara Ruthanne Kuhlman 
Katherine Marie Landry 
Magna Cum Laude 
Alison Taaffe Langenbahn 
John Robert Lavelle 
Kathryn Hood Leslie 
Theodore Jay Levatter 
Cum Laude 
Brian James Lindner 
Cum Laude 
Mercedes M. Llanes 
Lakisha Sheree Love 
Katrina Renee Mahlerwein 
Cum Laude 
Lee Malatesta 
Angela Michelle Manfra 
Allison Marie McCartney 
Darby joseph McFarland 
Brigid Anne McGivern 
Nora Elizabeth Mcinerny 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kevin Martin McKenna 
Gregory Robert Meyer 
Megan Jayne Millay 
Charles Anthony Mirus 
Magna Cum Laude 
Chavon Denise Mitchell 
Cum Laude 
Andrew Jordan Mangel! 
Glen Douglas Montgomery 
Katherine Helene Moran 
Eric Christopher Nemecek 
l<athryn Jean Noble 
Ryan Timothy Novak 
Adeola Olasunkanmi Olanrewaju 
John Panagiotidis 
Pavan Vijay Parikh 
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Steven Tyler Petrovic 
Darcy Evin Phillips 
Emily Nicole Pierce 
Sarah Elizabeth Plummer 
Amanda Lynn Powell 
Anna Marie Pranger 
Magna Cum Laude 
Gabrielle Nicole Price 
Kristin Kathleen Reitz 
Sara Michelle Rielag 
BethanyJillRoeth 
Brooks Francis Rogalski 
. Bess Rowland 
Alexander David Sanders 
Andrew). Sandman 
Tiffany Marie Sands 
Matthew Jefferey Sargeant 
Christopher William Schaaf 
Nichola~ Sweeney Schneider 
Kathryn Ross Schulte. 
Cum Laude· 
·Sahli Sharma 
Maria Therese Sheeran 
Magna cum Laude 
Jason Wesley Shepherd 
Canda.ce Elaine Smith 
Sarah McCuiston Sparks 
Summa Cum Laude 
Marcie Lynn Stayton 
Cum Laude 
Courtney Michele Streber 
Damien Lee Strecker 
Anna Francis Sturgeon 
Michael Charles Svihlik 
Alexander MichaeiTepe. 
. Magna cum Laude 
)enniferSusan Tepe 
Adam Joseph Teutsch 
Ayana Jur'ran Thomas 
Christopher Charles Tleke 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kevin )amesTrapp 
Joshua Adam Vaught 
Brad Douglas Wadi 
Sheldon Frank Wagner Ill 
. JUHanN!~ole Waite~ 
· ': 'a'~lary ~~trf~~ Wayrrti;re 
~- \\', 
John Henry Webster Brandon Edward Cheppa Matthew Joseph Walter Rowe 
Walter Joseph Weldon Ill Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Alison Brooke Wenstrup Kevin William Conley Bradley John Schroeder 
Daniel James White Peter Joshua David Mark Edward Simcoe 
Katrina Patrice Winn Margaret Anne Dietsch Michael Ryan Slaper 
Cum Laude 
Kelly Ann Smith Alicia Rose Wold man 
jennifer Lynn Ernst Summa Cum Laude 
Stacy Diane Wrona Cum Laude 
Christopher Scott Starr Cum Laude 
Justin A. Yeager 
Kathryn Marie Fulks Ty E. Stratton 
Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude 
Holly Marie Funk Jill Marie Swetel 
BACHELOR oF SciENCE Antonio Manuel Garcia Cum Laude 
Michael Francis Gaydos Trisha Lu Ann Tucker 
Augusts],:zoolf Lauren Marie Giulitto ian Christopher Wenker 
Jonathan Joye Healey 
Cum Laude 
Sara Elizabeth Whalin 
Jack Young Kaniecki Samantha Gayle Green Cum Laude 
Xerxeser leviette Kayode Jennifer Lynn Groszek Audrey Rose Wysocki 
Jason Andrew Murray Ryan Steven Harnist 
Cum Laude Rebecca Lynn Haverkamp BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Peter Edward Suer 
Cum Laude 
Michael Jeffrey Hinton Mays, :zoos 
December :1.6, 2004 
Cum Laude 
Nicholas Ryan lmholte Robert Benjamin Anderson 
Aaron Seth Butler Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Joseph Charles Cionni Jackie N. Kaminski Jeanine Elyse Boutiere 
Cum Laude 
Eric Michael Donaldson 
Cum Laude 
Matthew Connors Kelley Tirzah Catherine DeCaria 
Elisabeth Madge Portman Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude Christopher Bruce Kempe 
David Allen Jarred 
Jeremy Daniel Sullenberger Kristen jean Konieczny 
Colin Kennedy Lane 
BACHELOR OF LIBERAL ARTS Mays, aoos And rea Leigh Loeser 
Andrew William Baker Michelle Amanda Lyman August:13,2004 
Kelley Anne Barney 
Summa Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude Thomas Patrick Mathews Laura Kathleen Blanchard 
Mary Elizabeth Bender Robert Dale McFarland Norma Louise Carter 
Christa Lynn Bernhard Jaime Dion McKinney Andrew William Chlrch 
Cum Laude Cum Laude Mary Angela Cleaton 
Zachary Joseph Berrens Mindy Ann Milkovich Elizabeth L Cottrell 
Elizabeth Corinne Bertsch Douglas Steven Miller Summa Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Andrew )ames Misch Margot Perez De Fisher 
Samuel Gerard Bish John Matthew Muller Ellen Marie Dillon 
Kevin Michael Bosse Fariba Nourian Erin Elizabeth Ehlinger 
Christopher Marshal Boyd Elisabetta Pietropaolo Stephanie Ann Esposito 
Megan Mary Boyle Stephanie Frances Patina Erica Renee Hering 
Kevin Michael Branch Curn Laude Frances Anne Hoffman 
Cum Laude Gregory Edward Reichert Rachel Anne Hosilyk 
Stephen Lawrence Brown Zachary Taylor Reid Bridget Anne Howe 
Jennifer Lynn Burke Rebecca Lynn Rohlfs Beth A. Jones Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude 
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Tali a Genese Jones 
Sarah Elizabeth Kalonick 
David Emerson Lynn 
Summa Cum Laude 
Teresa Ann Malloy 
Jodi Ann Matthews 
Mara Ann Miller 
Magna Cum Laude 
Brian Craig Neudigate 
Tonette Carter Otchere 
Eva )oy Riestenberg 
Brenda Yvonne Robinson 
Joanna Marie Ruehl 
Melissa Sue Shepherd 
Magna Cum Laude 
judy Lynn Shoup 
Ruth A. Vaughn 
David Gene White 
Eleanor Bray Wilson 
Joy Renee Winston 
Linda June Wright 
Magna Cum Laude 
Marcia Lynn Yarbrough 
December :1.6, 2004 
Ann Claire Abenti 
Geraldine Baker 
Heather Lynn Burton 
Theresa Anne Cahill 
Dawn Lee Calvo 
Michael Cureton 
Kenneth Louis Dawson 
julie Ellen Decker 
Jennifer Kay Francis Doughman 
Julie Michele Dransman 
Elizabeth Ann Endres 
Adam Gingold Gerhardstein 
Cum laude 
Sara Dawn Highfield 
Cum Laude 
james Gilbert Huggard 
Cum Laude 
Jo Ann Johnson 
Cum Li!udc 
Leslie Ann Lazaro 
Kevin Paul McDonald 
Timothy Robert Merritt 
Ghada Michael 
LaRhonda Louise Moore 
Erin Michele Orahood 
Donna Gail Parshall 
Cum Laude 
Christopher Demel Price 
Michael John Rapp 
Christina Renee Rigney 
Robin Lee Swartz 
Summa Cum Laude 
Jonathan Michael Wagner 
Tracie Lynette Woods 
Mays, 2oos 
Yvette Barbara Baldwin 
Adam Lee Christopher Blevins 
Danielle Marie Boston 
Kimberly Lynn Brock 
Magna Cum Laude 
Barbara Ann Broerman 
Cum Laude 
Sally Anne Bush 
Francesca Caporale 
Jacqueline A. Carter 
Rodney Michael Carter 
Robert B. Caudill 
Cum Laude 
Mary Shannon Clark 
Robert James Conner 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sonia Altagracia Cooley 
Marie Janelle Davis 
Scott D. Dickerson 
Tessa Aimee Dillon 
Cheya Ranice Dixon 
Magna Cum Laude 
Lillian Ruth Dudley 
Lisa Louise Ederle 
Magna Cum Luude 
Loolwah Faisal Edris 
David Lawrence Feld 
Victoria Franklin 
Nilncy Cameron Fuller 
Jamie Marie Gause 
Joyce File Geier 
Magna Cum Laude 
Bridgett Marie Golden 
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Doreen Thelma Golding-Carter 
Melissa Kim Greer 
Magna Cum Laude 
George Earl Harris 
Ryan Michael Hermes 
Lauren Anne Hoffmann 
Maureen Keating Hubbard 
Sherry Hudson 
Jason Matthew Hulet 
Janet Elizabeth Hyland 
Tracey Ann James 
judy Marie Janzen 
Jeanna Renae Jones 
Princess Cassiopeia Jones 
Gail Staubach Kelly 
Joseph Vincent Koester 
Amy Ann Lampe 
Summa Cum Laude 
Amy Marie Langhorne 
Cum Laude 
Tony M. Linkous 
Melissa Ann Long-Joy 
Larry Elbert Mason Jr. 
Allison Marie McCartney 
Jacqueline Rene McClure 
Brendan Joseph McHugh 
Michael Glenn McQueen 
Adam Michael Meyer 
Kevin Randall Moeller 
Celciel Wilbon Moore 
Jennifer Leigh Murray 
John Phillip Orahood Ill 
Jason Edward Perkins 
Mark F. Peters 
Stephanie Ann Pierce 
Joseph Michael Rentrop 
Erin Theresa Riesenberg 
Cum Laude 
Patrick Richard Risch mann 
Terry Lee Ruskin 
Theresa Lynn Sheeran 
Ronda Eylene Shiverdecker 
Timothy Patrick Siebel 
Martin Dale Skidmore Jr. 
Shannon Kristine Sowers 
Tali a Genese )ones 
Sarah Elizabeth Kalonick 
David Emerson Lynn 
Summa Cum Laude 
Teresa Ann Malloy 
Jodi Ann Matthews 
Mara Ann Miller 
Magna Cum Laude 
Brian Craig Neudigate 
Tonette Carter Otchere 
Eva joy Riestenberg 
Brenda Yvonne Robinson 
joanna Marie Ruehl 
Melissa Sue Shepherd 
Magna Cum Laude 
Judy Lynn Shoup 
Ruth A. Vaughn 
David Gene White 
Eleanor Bray Wilson 
)oy Renee Winston 
linda June Wright 
Magna Cum Laude 
Marcia lynn Yarbrough 
December 16, 200/t 
Ann Claire Abenti 
Geraldine Baker 
Heather Lynn Burton 
Theresa Anne Cahill 
Dawn Lee Calvo 
Michael Cureton 
Kenneth Louis Dawson 
Julie Ellen Decker 
Jennifer Kay Francis Doughman 
Julie Michele Dransman 
Elizabeth Ann Endres 
Adam Gingold Gerhardstein 
Cum Laude 
Sara Dawn Highfield 
Cum Laude 




Leslie Ann Lazaro 
Kevin Paul McDonald 
Timothy Robert Merritt 
Ghada Michael 
LaRhonda Louise Moore 
Erin Michele Orahood 
Donna Gail Parshall 
Cum Laude 
Christopher Demel Price 
Michael John Rapp 
Christina Renee Rigney 
Robin Lee Swartz 
Summa Cum Laude 
Jonathan Michael Wagner 
Tracie Lynette Woods 
Mays, 2oos 
Yvette Barbara Baldwin 
Adam Lee Christopher Blevins 
Danielle Marie Boston 
Kimberly Lynn Brock 
Magna Cum Laude 
Barbara Ann Broerman 
Cum Laude 
Sally Anne Bush 
Francesca Caporale 
Jacqueline A. Carter 
Rodney Michael Carter 
Robert B. Caudill 
Cum Laude 
Mary Shannon Clark 
Robert James Conner 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sonia Altagracia Cooley 
Marie Janelle Davis 
Scott D. Dickerson 
Tessa Aimee Dillon 
Cheya Ranice Dixon 
Magna Cum Laude 
Lillian Ruth Dudley 
Lisa Louise Ederle 
Magna Cum Laude 
Loolwah Faisal Edris 
David Lawrence Feld 
Victoria Franklin 
Nancy Cameron Fuller 
Jamie Marie Gause 
Joyce Fae Geier 
Magna Cum Laude 
Bridgett Marie Golden 
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Doreen Thelma Golding-Carter 
Melissa Kim Greer 
Magna Cum Laude 
George Earl Harris 
Ryan Michael Hermes 
Lauren Anne Hoffmann 
Maureen Keating Hubbard 
Sherry Hudson 
Jason Matthew Huiet 
Janet Elizabeth Hyland 
Tracey Ann James 
Judy Marie Janzen 
)eanna Renae Jones 
Princess Cassiopeia jones 
Gail Staubach Kelly 
Joseph Vincent Koester 
Amy Ann Lampe 
Summa Cum Laude 
Amy Marie Langhorne 
Cum Laude 
Tony M. Linkous 
Melissa Ann Long·Joy 
Larry Elbert Mason Jr. 
Allison Marie McCartney 
jacqueline Rene McClure 
Brendan Joseph McHugh 
Michael Glenn McQueen 
Adam Michael Meyer 
Kevin Randall Moeller 
Celciel Wilbon Moore 
jennifer Leigh Murray 
john Phillip Orahood Ill 
Jason Edward Perkins 
Mark F. Peters 
Stephanie Ann Pierce 
Joseph Michael Rentrop 
Erin Theresa Riesenberg 
Cum Laude 
Patrick Richard Risch mann 
Terry Lee Ruskin 
Theresa Lynn Sheeran 
Ronda Eylene Shiverdecker 
Timothy Patrick Siebel 
Martin Dale Skidmore Jr. 
Shannon Kristine Sowers 
Michael Joseph Stegman 
Brian William Thornton 
Jonathan Scott Wallace 
Patricia L Watson 
Cum Laude 
Donna Marie Waymire 
Nicole Leeann Weil 
Sherriden Gayle Wei! 
Ashley Devin Westfall 
Nicholas Andrew Wiezbenski 
Christina Maria Zekas 
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THE CoLLEGE oF SociAL SciENCES 
Dr. Neil R. Heighberger, Dean 
AssociATE OF ARTS John Paul Hausman 
December :1.6, 2004 
Cum Laude 
Blake Anthony Barnett 
August :1.3, 2004 
Jennifer Marie Hertzenberg 
Victoria Christine Bischoff 
Carolyn Elizabeth Hughes Magna Cum Laude 
Mara Elizabeth Gibson Anne Michelle Koenig Sean Michael Brown With Honor 
Andrew Dennis Long Laura Susan Chapman 
Cum Laude 
Sara Katherine Chrusciel AssociATE oF SciENCE And res Lazaro Lopez 
Amy Marie Crable 
May5,2005 
Taylor Donald Mackintosh Cum Laude 
Emily Angela Matts Jennifer Ann Farmer 
Gregory Robert Boston Gregory Robert Meyer Elizabeth Grace Ford 
Kenneth Julius Gilyard Magna Cum Laude 
Amy Louise Gill 
Whitney Elizabeth Moore 
Bethany Suzanne Gross 
BACHELOR OF ARTS Erin Maria Murray 
Jennifer Thomas Hadley 
Annette Marie Podolak 
Catherine Ann Kalla August:I.],2004 Anna Kathleen Rack Cum Laude 
jennifer Lynn Bischoff Rebecca Elizabeth Schaller Kathryn Elizabeth Kehoe 
jenelle Ebony Eleanor Brown Kimberly Rose Shipp Philip Andrew Krabbe 
Meredith Wainscott Butler Hunter McPherson Stark Ross Clayton Land 
Robert Michael Pelander Angela A. Su Luna Sara Marie MacDonald 
jeffrey Adam Strunk Brand an Marie Travis Jennifer Marie McGraw 
Dumont jenkins Walker Ill Stephanie Leigh Mcintosh 
December :1.6, 2004 Benjamin joseph Weigel Michelle Lynn Millennor 
Cum Laude 
Susan Mary Leonhardt 
Michael Symmes Williams 
Staci Lea Norton 
Cum Laude 
Mary Cassidy O'Malley 
Sarah Jane Luzietti Caitlin John Zivkovich Cum Laude 
Christopher Michael Sewell Moira Ann O'Malley 
Megan Elizabeth Weaver BACHELOR OF SCIENCE Kathleen Ellen Pauley 
Magna Cum Laude 
Mays,2oos August13,:zoo4 Alicia Dionne Prather 
Latrese Michelle Baker Christopher Anthony Aguiar Christie Elizabeth-Ann Rhodes 
Cum Laude D'Angel Grace Smith Patrick Brookshire Beehan 
Kevin Robert Callinan Kira Armina Stegman Abigail Elizabeth Bell 
Cum Laude Matthew John Cardwell Beth Francis Stradling 
David Paul Bolek Leonard Edward Chenault Akira AndyTsunawaki 
Thomas Christopher Campbell Amanda Elizabeth DiGregorio Nicole Danielle Wells 
Magna Cum Laude John Robert )anszen Suzanne Lindsay Workman 
Lisa Marie Degenhart Matthew Scott Makinson Cum Laude 
Tara Lee Dixon M"1chael Douglas Mayfield Christ'lna Lynn Wright 
Sara Mercedes Dreier Jordan King McCarthy 
Cum la11de 
Mays, aoos Michael A. Montani 
Alexandria Melissa Feighery 
Timothy Patrick Scully David Edwin Annable Cum L.1udc 
Brian Patrick FoUen Zachary David Strachan Allison Maria Anthony 
Jade Ann Gilliland Anthony )oh n Temperante Brian Joseph Bagdon 
Magnil Curn l.illtde Paul Anthony Vitale Christie Marie Banta 
David Benjnmin Hnnna 
t6 
Angela Marie Barber-Joiner Maisha jaque Giles Megan Ritchey Mathews 
Cum Laude 
Andrew Patrick Goheen 
Magna Cum Laude 
Christopher James Bauch man Lyndsay Nicole Goode David Eric Matthews 
Stephanie Ellen Bauer Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude 
Alexander James Graham Rachel Louise McCann 
Cum Laude Christopher John Bergstrom Jennifer Lynn Groh Mary Theresa McCool Sarah Mae Blush Summa Cum Laude 
Cum Laude 
Aaron Doyle Bolyard Molly Kathleen Hague Amy Marija McQuiston 
Joanna Catherine Boone Brandon John Harbeson Magna cum Laude 
Ashley Yolanda Brailsford April Janee Hawkins Emily Susan McQuiston 
Jennifer Nicole Braley Sherri Ann Heidelburg Bradley Michael Meadors 
Cum Laude Alexis Michele Henderson ArnberVivian Melvin 
Elliot Thomas Brass Cum Laude Ricardo S. Merino 
John Stanley Breeden Danielle Nicole Henschen Adam Thomas Metzger 
Christopher John Bukas 
Cum Laude 
Matthew Aaron Hill Jessica Meyer Amanda jean Caiazza 
Courtney Sullivan Miller Holly Nicole Hodson Danielle Joan Chircop Karianne Elizabeth Moss 
Jeremy Tyler Clipson Kristin Anne Hoff Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kelly May Coleman La Toya Patrice Holman Molly Kathleen Murphy 
Cum Laude Julie Marie Colturi Ellen Theresa Hoormann 
Kelly Anne Cooper Christina Ruth Nemerovski Angela Rose lndiano Cum Laude 
Matthew David Coughlan 
Keith E. Jackson Jr. John Paul Nieman Cum Laude 
Sarah Ruth jacob Cum Laude Jessica Tara Courtney 
Cum Laude Crosley Arlyn Johnson Stephanie EHen Noble 
Rebecca Marie Cutsinger Darlene Johnson Charles Allen Michael Noga 
cum Laude Jared Michael Just Steven Patrick Norris 
Mary Katherine Darpel Tara Lee Kauscher Joshua Joel Pagano 
Alexis Day Day Hannah Lillie Kerr Kelly Lynn Palmer 
Andrew B .. Degnan Cum Laude Corey Michael Parker 
Erin Marie Delaney Laura Ann l<ibbey Jeremy Eugene Payne 
Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Anne Langer Pesce 
Kyle David Della Rocca Amanda Elizabeth l<inee Holly Elizabeth Powers 
Emily Alice Doyle l<risty Lou l<ing Erin Marie Price 
Brian Christopher Durrett Sarah Elizabeth l<oerner Lindsey Michelle Quarles Cum Laude 
Jared Tyler Erb Laura Beth Rischmann 
Justin Earl Faris 
Emily Senta l<omisars 
Christopher Phillip Kraus David Paul Roetting 
Megan Ann Finneran Candice Lynn Rohrig 
Matthew Elendil Fiorini 
John Douglas l<rieger 
Magna Cum Laude 
Catherine Irene Fisk 
Donald Frank Kuchey II 
Deborah Joy Roller 
Elizabeth Blaise Flaig 
Michael Welch Kummerer 
Rachel Anna Romanelli 
Cum Laude Ann Marie Laser Cum Laude 
Seth Jonathan Fopeano Nancy Lopez Julia Elizabeth Rostron 
Sara Catherine Ford Adam lkaika Louis Rachel Elyse Rumely 
Abby Danielle Fowler Rebecca Elizabeth Lovejoy Brian Mlchael Sabolik 
Kevin Harrison Geiss Molly Louise Martin Kenya Renea Sanders 
Michael Fitzgerald George Michael Anthony Santoro 
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Suzanne Marie Schlegel 
Ann Michelle Schmidt 
Kathryn Therese Schnell 
Joseph Richard Schoen 
Jonathan Thomas Schultz 
Christopher Paul Seidl 
Maura Kathleen Shea 
Nathan Edward Showman 
Brian Randall Smerik 
Jennifer Gabrielle Smith 
Magna Cum Laude 
Blair Ashley Suttles 
Angela Marie Thoene 
Sara Elizabeth Travis 
Cum Laude 
Kevin Scott Troklus 
Gregory Scott Tucker 
Theresa Marie Uckotter 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kristy Elizabeth Ulrich 
Cum Laude 
Anna Maureen Walker 
Colleen Marie Werner 
Magna Cum laude 
Lori Jean Williams 
Michael Joseph Wocher 
Sarah Elizabeth Wolf 
Cum Laude 
Jaime Leigh Wyckoff 
Cum Laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 1N 
NURSING 
Mays,2oos 
Anne Courtney Burroughs 
Christina Louise Cittadino 
Emily Anne Dowden 
Meaghan Marie Eberly 
laclyn Rae Elling 
Cum l<Jude 
Julie Louise Frederickson 
Cum Laudi! 
Amy Leah Gregory 
Cum Laude 
Sarah Elizabeth Hagy 
Melissa Lynn Hardy 
Kelly Marie Hutsel 
Summa Cum laude 
l<ristina Alicia l<essler 
Vickie Mink 
Elizabeth Ashley O'Maley 
Laura Elizabeth Roesch 
Magna Cum Laude 
Molly Virginia Ross 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kristina Marie Russell 
Courtney Beth Sculthorpe 
Lauren Marie Seeholzer 
Amanda Thompson Tyler 
Cum Laude 
Sarah Marie Waning 
Cum Laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
OccuPATIONAL THERAPY 
December 16, 2004 
Molly Marie Boehringer 
Amy Sue Boeke 
Cum Laude 
Rita Marie Bushelman 
Cum Laude 
Amanda Beth Christy 
Cum laude 
Meghan Elizabeth Gleason 
Cum laude 
Jennifer Lynn Illig 
Summa Cum laude 
Leslie Michelle Morrison 
Elizabeth Angela Moszkowicz 
Amy Janelle Perez 
Magna Cum Laudl' 
Mays. 2005 
Amber Nicole Carpenter 
Russell Reed Garrison 
Scott Downing Gould 
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BAcHELOR oF SciENCE 
IN SociAL WoRK 
August13,2004 
Erica Anne Weiss 
Magna Cum Laude 
Mays, :zoos 
Jennifer Diane Causey 
Jessica Nichole Hall 
Nancy Lopez 
Lauren Elizabeth Tipton 
Alisa Marie Wills 
THE WILLIAMS CoLLEGE OF BusiNEss 
Dr. Ali Malekzadeh, Dean 
AssociATE oF BusiNEss Scott Lee Triplett Nancy Marie Boyd 
ADMINISTRATION Alan Edward Vjecha Sara Veronica Brandner 
l(imberly Elizabeth White jonathan Paul Broerman 
August :13, 2004 Lindsay Ann Yonadi Douglas Sloan Brooks 
Shannon Marie Heine 
Jeremy Wayne Brown 
December 16, 2004 Summa Cum Laude 
December :1.6, 2004 Michael Lawrence Bahm 
Leslie Brown 
Derek James Barclay 
Bradley]. Browning 
John Patrick Koehler Amy Jenna Burda 
Molly l<athleen Basford 
Anne Elizabeth Burke 
May 5, 2005 Angela Marie Brackmann Cum Laude 
Catherine Ann Gilligan 
Joseph Clinton Casper Brian A. Burkhart 
Cory Daniel Cevasco Maria Darlene Buttram 
Cum Loude 
Magna Cum Laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN Nicholas Patrick Dragga Matthew Richard Campbell 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION Cum Laude 
Holly Kay Ferguson 
Albert Peter Carey )r. 
August :1.3, 2004 JoAnna Kay Gackel 
John Ryan Chambers 
Summa Cum Laude Daniel Joseph Cihal 
Michael John Blasi 
Brian Joseph Geraghty Christopher Michael Coccitto 
Shannon Marie Borowski 
Tammy S. Gideon Michael Ryan Cole 
Evelyn Denise Carter 
Robert C. Huster Tammy Corn 
Timothy Mathew Combs 
Joseph Manuel Lairson Jr. Thomas Michael Corr 
Steve Jay Dabbelt 
Emily Cassell Ledford Kyle Patrick Crawford 
Lena Carole Davie 
Cum laude Ryan Michael Malenfant Erin Elizabeth Dailer 
Matthew Lawrence Eversole Craig Edward Maness Daniel Mark Dalic 
Summa Cum Laude Maureen Lynn McKenna Sebastien Yves Daniel 
Keisha Katrice Graham Andrew Edward Rathman Sheena Renee Daniels 
Michael Anthony G refer Jerome Joseph Smith Andrew )ames Darrah 
Elizabeth Marie Jaeger Kathryn Marie Steelman Miranda Patrice DeJarnette 
Cum laude Cum Loude Charles Michael Denys 
Martin Todd Keller A vi nash Ramarao Tadepalli Emily Ann DiTraglia 
Gregory L. Kiep Robin L. Dietz 
Elliot James Koop May 5, 2005 Cum laude 
Andrew David Kriete Meredith Ann Albright Nicole Emily Dongieux 
Cum laude Magna Cum laude 
Brandon Michael Lalley 
Andrea Dawn Allegra 
Gregory Stephen Dowden 
Jacob Daniel Altland 
Lindsay Marie Maurath 
Dudley justin Arbaugh 
Brandy )en a Dunlap 
Calandra Victoria McArthur 
Elizabeth Jean Arnett 
Elizabeth A. Durnell 
jared Patrick McCarthy Curn Laude Kelli Marie Eckel 
Edward Thomas O'Toole Cum Laude John Joseph Bailey Ill 
Maria Ann Palmer Kate Meghan Balbierz 
Jeffrey John Edler 
Cum Laude 
Amy Sue Peponis Joshua Michael Barrick Daniel John Egloff 
Ross William Petersen l<arissa l<ay Baumer Cum Laude 
Zarina Kamana Ram Cameron David Bell Donald Peter Ellerhorst 
Shelley Theresa Recker Rachel Marie Blosser 
Magna Cum laude 
Magna Cum Laude 
Mark Edward Borushko 
Waylon Arnold Envik 
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Sean Patrick Ernst Scott Matthew Johansing Ann Marie Menl<e 
Cum laude Cum Laude Caly Jo Meszaros 
Andrew William Ferraro Christopher Russell Johnson Summa Cum laude 
Sean Michael Finnegan Jennifer Nicole Johnson Dwayne Michael Miles 
Stephen Kenneth Fisher Amanda Marie Jones jessica Erin Miller 
Cum laude Jason Lemont Jones Sean Anthony Miller 
Ciaran Alyse Fitzgerald Joshua Emmet jones Tamara Christenia Miller 
Michael D. Flaig Philip Edward Jones Jesse Allen Mollineaux 
Jordan T. Flay Mercedez Michel Joyce Jennifer Marie Molnar 
Chelsea Elizabeth Fox John Patrick Kane Elizabeth Pauline Monaco 
Kristen Lee Fradette Naadia Abire Kanekatoua Devaughan W·R Moore 
Michael Thomas Furey Brian Timothy Kath mann Charles John Morgan 
Victoria Morrissey Fyda Nicholas Ryan l<auffeld Nicholas Paul Morgan 
Daniel John Gajos Cum Laude 
Joseph Justin Moritz 
lillian Jade Ganig Brigid Elizabeth Kelly 
Kayla Marie Murphy 
Andrea Lynn Garber Christine Marie Kesnick 
J. Kenneth Nobis Cum Laude 
Paul Anthony Kitzmiller Cum Laude 
Bryan James Gates 
Matthew James Klecka Mary Beven O'Brien 
Jacob Robert Geers Cum Laude 
Vincent Joseph Oliverio 
Charles William Gehring Jr. William Christopher Koepfer 
Norman P. O'Neil 
Andrew Mark Gibson Patricia Ann Kuntz Cum Laude 
Cum Laude 
Jessica Lee Kupper Theodore Robert O'Reilly 
Lauren Danielle Giesting Magna Cum Laude 
Richard Hall Park 
Katherine Ashley Gordon Kathleen Anne Kuzmin 
Bridget Angelina Paterno Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Katherine Ann Gorman Drew Hamilton LaMaster Charles]. Pattison Jr. 
Michael John Gravelle Sophie Lansdale Carmen Nicole Patton 
Magna Cum Laude 
Johnathan Daniel Lee Alisa Marie Pitocco 
Mark Hamilton Grayson 
Christopher Meyer Lincoln Mark James Bradford Powell 
Erica Ann Grimm 
Jacob Logsdon John Forrest Pratt 
Jonathan Michael Grimsley 
Joshua Ryan Lonardi Carley Wilson Price 
Correll Lee Hammond 
Ebony Juliana Lothery Reem Rateb Rabie 
Jane Ellen Hanson 
Jeffrey Gene Lyon Robert Shawn Riddle Cum laude 
Bobbi Jean Macy Alvaro Rivera-Aionzo Simone Fabienne Harris 
Cum Laude Latoya Monique Robinson 
Laci Kay Hasen our 
Elizabeth Joy Maliszewski Sarah Elizabeth Rodenbeck Cum laude 
Jeffrey Kristjan Hayes Joseph Miller Mancewicz Lindsay Roessner 
Janet Elizabeth Heil Bridget Anne Martin Lindsey Beatrice Rogers 
Cum laude Joseph Charles Martin Rachel Lee Rorie 
Ryan Daniel Heller Mary Alicia Martini Thomas Eugene Rose 
jennifer Renee Hetz Joseph Edward Martynowski Joshua James Ross 
Jessica Lynn Hinson Valarie Traie McCarthy Jeremy Joseph Rumpke 
MiiKna Cum l.audl! Curn L<HH1t! 
Cara Marie Rush 
Colleen Bree Hunt Christine Nichol<' McDilniel 
Simcha Ruth Cum laude 
Mf~gan l<athlpen McGinnis 
Andrea Lynn Schild John Henry Jacobs IV 
Brad ley Thomas McNutt 
AnnE\ Jncoby James David Schlosser 
Anthony Cilenn Meadors Cum Laude 
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Kenneth Raymond Schamp 
Cum Laude 
Kathleen Elizabeth Schrage 
Daniel Joseph Schroer 
Patrick Joseph Schutte 
Summa Cum Laude 
David Barrett Shayeson 
John joseph Sheehan IV 
Cum Laude 
Emily Suzanne Shoplik 
Cum Laude 
Ryan Edward Skeldon 
Cum Laude 
Patrick M. Sledz 
Brett Michael Smith 
Nickolas Alan Smith 
Cum Laude 
William Louis Smith Ill 
Emily Anne Spearman 
Diana Maria Spiewak 
Kevin Ray Starn baugh II 
Aaron David Staten 
Christen Marie Steiner 
Brian Anthony Talbot 
Matthew Allan Tepfenhart 
Cum Laude 
Nicholas Paul Thalhammer 
Courtney Dante Thatcher 
Paul Andrew Tomich 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kelly Jo Valdepena 
Fernando Villalba 
Michael Roman Villalba 
Sara Johanna Volle 
john William Henry Walling 
Nathan Philip Wander 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sarah Marie Wells 
Magna Cum Laude 
David Andrew Wesselman 
Anthony joseph Westfall 
Cum Laude 
Alexis Mary Willis 
Michelle Lynn Wilusz 
Daniel Lloyd Young 
Cum Laude 
Matthew Thomas Young 
Mark James Zanotti 
Kristi Kim Zuhlke 






jAMES (ALVIN "Doc" i<ING 
James King had a vision.ln 1976, King looked at a tiny collegiate radio station and saw an opportunity to 
create something special. ln the following 28 years, as general manager of WVXU, "Doc" King did just that, 
transforming a small station operating in the basement of Alter Hall into the largest network of privately held 
public radio stations in the United States. 
A Michigan native, King earned a bachelor's degree in English from Western Michigan University in 1967, 
and received a dual master's degree in t81h century English literature and ancient history from the same insti· 
tution in 1969. But King was actively involved in radio throughout his college years, and in 1973 he received 
a doctorate in radio/television/film from the University of Michigan. He came to Xavier after three years on 
the faculty of the University of Cincinnati, arriving as the first paid general manager ofWVXU and inheriting 
a student-operated radio station with a to-watt signal that, on a good day, was audible across the campus. 
But King saw the possibilities-and he was willing to do the work. 
He immediately made the necessary arrangements to increase the station's power to 6,400 watts-a 
number that eventually rose to 26,ooo watts under his watch-and when the station eventually purchased a 
new home in a former U.S. Shoe building on Herald Avenue, King spent a year wiring it himself, transforming 
the space.into a state-of-the-art broadcast center. Ultimately, the new facility became home base for the X-
Star Radio Network, which includes six repeater stations in Ohio, Indiana and Michigan as well as streaming 
content over the Internet. 
Flying squarely in the face of conventional research, which says a radio station must adhere to a single 
format, King piloted WVXU into the relatively uncharted waters of alternative programming. The result was a 
blend of radio dramas and music, news from National Public radio and other niche programming. Even the 
music programming was diverse, melding jazz, blues and big band with more modern, edgy material. The 
new mix caught the fancy of a wide swath of listeners, 1oo,ooo of whom tuned in each day. 
If the public responded, other broadcasters tool< notice as well. The station was recognized with awards 
on the local, state, national and international levels, including the George Foster Peabody Award, the high-
est national honor in broadcasting. 
tn December 2004, l<ing left WVXU to return to the classroom at Xavier, where he continues to have an 
impact on the broadcasters of the future. In recognition of his vision and leadership, Xavier University is 
honored to present James Calvin King with the Leadership Medallion. 
,-.~· --
HoNORARY DEGREE CITATION 
. -MAUREEN A. FAY, O.P. - ------
For more than 20 years, Maureen A. Fay, O.P., has been a driving force for Catholic higher education in 
Detroit. In the course of her career, she has broken through old barriers and set new standards with anum-
ber of educational and administrative firsts. And throughout her various responsibilities in education and 
the larger community, she has created a legacy of decisive leadership that balances tenacity with grace. 
A member of the Dominican Sisters of Adrian, Michigan, the Chicago native was named president of 
Mercy College of Detroit in 1983, the first person outside the Religious Sisters of Mercy to lead the school. In 
1990, faced with economic pressures and changing student needs, Fay was instrumental in merging Mercy 
College with the University of Detroit to create the University of Detroit Mercy. Tapped as president of the 
new university, Fay broke new ground once again, becoming the first woman to head a jesuit institution. She 
retired from the position in June 2004. 
Fay received her undergraduate degree from Siena Heights College in 1960, earned her master's degree 
from the University of Detroit in 1966 and completed her doctorate in social sciences from the University of 
Chicago in 1976. She began her career as an Englfsh and speech teacher at Saint Paul High School in Grosse 
Pointe, Michigan, before moving on to posts at the University of Illinois, Northern Illinois University and 
DePaul University. in 1976, Fay became dean of continuing education at Chicago's Saint Xavier University. 
Three years later, she added dean of graduate studies to her title, holding the dual role until her appointment 
at Mercy College in 1983. 
Beyond her numerous educational affiliations, Fay has served on the boards of directors of Bank One Cor· 
poration, the Detroit Economic Growth Corporation, the Economic Club of Detroit, Greater Downtown Partner-
ship Inc.; Kelly Services and the NCAA, Horizon League. She also serves as a trustee for such organizations 
as New Detroit, Rockhurst University, St. John Health and the University of St. Thomas. 
These efforts and others have garnered Fay a number of awards, including the Pedro Arrupe, S.)., Award 
for Distinguished Contributions to lgnatian Mission and Ministries, the National Conference for Community 
and justice Humanitarian Award, the Greater Detroit Regional Chamber of Commerce Richard C. Van Dusen 
Award, and two listings in Crain's Detroit Business list of Detroit's Most Influential Women. 
For her tireless work on behalf of Catholic education and the community, Xavier University is honored to 




XAVIER UNIVERSITY BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Phyllis Adams 
Rosa Blackwell 
Gordon F. Brunner '65 
Luke). Byrne, S.J. 
Robert H. Castellini 
Michael D. Class, S.). 
Thomas G. Cody 
Michael). Conaton '55 
Robert A. Conway' 49 
Gerald J. DeBrunner '59 
Walter C. Deye, S.). 
James W. Duff '62 
Charles P. Gallagher '6o 
Vincent H. Beckman '38 
University Counsel 
Roger A. Fortin 
Academic Vice President and Provost 
). Richard Hirte 
Senior Vice President for Financial Administration 
Joseph A. Pichler (Chairman) 
Louise A. Head '86 
Sylvia Sieve Hendon 
Barbara J. Howard '76 
Damon D. Jones '97 
Catherine H. Kennedy '64 
Donald P. Klekamp '54 
Robert J. Kohlhepp '71 
Gregory N. P. Konz, S.J. 
A. G. Lafley 
John LaRocca, S.). 
John C. Lechleiter 
Lawrence A. Leser '57 
OFFICERS OF THE UNIVERSITY 
Michael). Graham, S.J. 
President 
). Leo Klein, S.). '55 
Vice President for Mission and Ministry 
John F. Kucia '72 
Administrative Vice President 
John B. Maydonovitch '70 
RalphS. Michael Ill 
James John Miracky, S.J. 
Daniel M. Murphy '85 
Thomas P. O'Donnell Jr. '53 
Janet Butler Reid 
Edwin). Rigaud 
Joseph L. Rippe '72 
joseph P. Viviano '59 
). Philip Vollmer '67 
Kathlyn R. Wade '77 
Kevin W. Wildes, S.J. 
Thomas L. Williams 
Gary R. Massa '84 
Vice President for University Relations 
Ronald A. Slepitza 
Vice President for Student Development 
Mary M. Walker 
Interim Vice President for Information Resources 
OTHER MEMBERS OF THE STAGE PARTY 
Phyllis B. Augspurger 
Grand Marshal 
Marc M. Camille 
Dean of Admission 
Glen Chun, S.J. 
Department of Accountancy 
and Mission and Min is try 
W. Allen Cole Ill 
University Registrar 
Christine M. Dacey 
Professor Department of Psychology 
Neil R. Heighberger 
Dean College of Social Sciences 
W. Michael Nelson 
Faculty Committee 
Ali R. Malekzadeh 
Dean Williams College of Business 
James S. McCoy 
Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management 
Mary Kay Meyer 
Acting Dean for Non-Traditional Programs 
Rod Rodriguez '68 
President National Alumni Association 
Kandi M. Stinson 
Interim Associate Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
Raghu Tadepalli 
Associate Dean Williams College of Business 
janice B. Walker 
Dean College of Arts and Sciences 
JoAnne L. Young 
Associate Vice President for Library Services 
Date indicates year of graduation from Xavier University 
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GRADUATE COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES 
PROCESSIONAL 
Pomp and Circumstance, Edward W. Elgar 
Rondeau, Jean joseph Mouret 
The Marching Song, Edward Solomon 
FACULTY MARSHALS 
UNIVERSITY FACULTY AND STAFF 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES 
ADMINISTRATION 
BoARD OF TRUSTEES 
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT 
GRAND MARSHAL 
Phyllis B. Augspurger 
Associate Professor Department of Nursing 
PRESIDENT 
Michael J. Graham, S,J. 
MASTER OF CEREMONIES 
Roger A. Fortin 
Academic Vice President and Provost 
POSTING OF COLORS 
Xavier University ROTC Battalion 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM 
Xavier University Concert Choir 
INVOCATION 
Glen Chun, S.J. 
Department of Accountancy and Mission & Ministry 
INTRODUCTION OF BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Roger A. Fortin 
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS 
Edwin J. Rigaud 
Former President and CEO, National Underground Railroad Freedom Center 
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CONFERRAL OF HoNORARY DEGREES 
Michael]. Graham, 5.]. 
President 
Donald P. Klekamp, Presenter 
Edwin ]. Rigaud 
Doctor of Humanities, honoris causa 
Christine Dacey, Presenter 
Vytautas ]. Bieliauskas 
Doctor of Psychology, honoris causa 
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES 
Roger A. Fortin 
Janice B. Walker, Dean College of Arts & Sciences 
Neil R. Heighberger, Dean College of Social Sciences 
Ali R. Malekzadeh, Dean Williams College of Business 
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES 
Michael]. Graham, S.]. 
READER 
Marc M. Camille 
Dean of Admission 
INCIDENTAL MUSIC 
(to permit graduates to return to their places) 
ALUMNI GREETING 
Rod Rodriguez '68 
President National Alumni Association 
ALMA MATER XAVIER 
(inside back cover) 




Michael]. Graham, 5.]. 
President 
RECESSIONAL 





THE CoLLEGE or SociAL SciENCEs 
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY 
August 13, 2004 
Robin Thompson Arthur 
B.A., University of Cincinnati 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertation: Facilitators and Barriers to 
Addressing Psychosocial issues In Pediatric 
Practice 
Internship Site: University of Cincinnati 
Psychological Services Center, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Jennifer Dawn Bass 
B.A., Magna Cum Laude, West VIrginia University 
M.A., Radford University 
Dissertation: The Impact of Parental Stress and 
Appraisal on Sibling Adjustment in a Pediatric 
Population 
Internship Site: Munroe·Meyer Institute, 
University of Nebraska·Lincoln Consortium, 
Lincoln, Nebraska 
Johnna Lynn Devoto 
B.A., With Honor, Florida Atlantic University 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertation: Deep Brain Stimulation In 
Parkinson's Disease: The Effect on Cognition, 
Mood and Functional Status 
Internship Site: Cincinnati V.A. Medical Center, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Jeannie Marie Fiumara 
B.A., Youngstown State University 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertation: Evaluation ofTrauma in a Juvenile 
Delinquent Population 
Internship Site: Florida State Hospital, 
Chattahoochee, Florida 
Jan ell Deanne Giannitelli 
B.A., Cum Laude, Miami University 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertation: The Search for Lasting Love: 
identifying Factors that are Predictive of 
Relationship Stability within the Dating 
Population 
Internship Site: Cincinnati V.A. Medical Center, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Lacresha Denise Kinnebrew 
B.S., University of Cincinnati 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertation: The Relationship between Family 
Rituals and Psychopathology in Families with 
a Substance·Abusing Parent 
Internship Site: Spring Grove Hospital Center, 
Catonsville, Maryland 
Kimberly Ann l<roeger·Geoppinger 
B.A., Cum Laude, Clemson University 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertation: An Evaluation and Comparison 
of Group·Delivered Social Skills Program for 
Young Children with Autism 
Internship Site: Kennedy Krieger/Johns Hopkins 
University, Baltimore, Maryland 
Dr. Neil R. Heighberger, Dean 
Nicole Ann Leisgang 
B.S., Xavier University 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertation: Emotional Disturbance, Substance 
Abuse and Violence Among Incarcerated Youth 
Internship Site: Fulton State Hospital, 
Fulton, Missouri 
jennifer Portillo Lynch 
B.A., Summa Cum Laude, The Ohio State University 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertation: The Effects of Media Literacy Programs 
on the Body Image of Undergraduate Women 
Internship Site: Northwest Ohio Consortium/Medical 
College of Ohio, Toledo, Ohio 
Erica Susskind Pearl 
B.A., Cum Laude, Ohio University 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertation: Depressive Symptoms and Prosocial 
Behavior in Elementary School Students after 
Participating in an Anti·Bullying Program 
Internship Site: University of California Davis Medical 
Center- CAARE Center, Sacramento, California 
Kerry Ann Rohyans 
B.A .. Cum Laude, Ohio University 
M.A .. Xavier University 
Dissertation: Subclin leal Eating Pathology of College 
Women in Relationship to Family Perfectionism 
Internship Site: Denver Health Medical Center, 
Denver, Colorado 
Lisa Ashcraft Sterling 
B.A., Bluffton College 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertation: Women's Development in Late Life: 
A Qualitative Study of 70- and 90· Year Olds 
Internship Site: Pittsburgh V.A. Healthcare System, 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Meghan Katherine Sullivan 
B.A., Cum Laude, Denison University 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertation: The Prevalence Rates of Attention 
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, Conduct Disorder 
and Bipolar Disorder in juvenile Offenders 
Internship Site: Applewood Centers, Inc., 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Tina Lee Whitaker 
B.A., Bellarmine University 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertation: Severe Mental illness: An Evaluation 
of Prevalency and Resources within a University 
Counseling Center 
Internship Site: Louis Stokes Cleveland D.V.A. 
Medical Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
Sheri Marie Wirtz 
B.A., Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertation: Minority Group Differences in 
Predicting Po<;t-Stroke Rehabilitation Discharge 
Placement 
Internship Site: Pittsburgh V.A. Healthcare System, 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
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Brian Richard Griffiths 
B.S., Marquette University 
M.A., Xavier Universlty 
Dissertation: Analysis of Variables that Predict job 
Performance of Correctional Offices in Juvenile 
Facilities 
Internship Site: Forensic Psychology Consortium, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Douglas David Moll 
B.S;, Cum Laude, Xavier University 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertatron: Defining the Content of the Competent 
Forensic Report: Opinions of Ohio Psychologists 
compared with Ohio Judges 
Internship Site: Hamilton Center, Brazil, Indiana 
Cary Noel Bradner Wallis 
B.A., Cum Laude, Miami University 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertation: Coping Strategies of Pre·Adoiescent 
Children when Faced with Fearful Situations 
Internship Site: Central Clinic, Cincinnati, Ohio 
Mays,aoos 
Michael Joseph Biscaro 
B.S., John Carroll University 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertation: Alcohol Expectancies, Coping and 
Affect In Predicting College Student Alcohol Use; 
A Cross Sectional Examination of Freshmen and 
Seniors 
Internship Site: Louis Stokes Cleveland V.A., 
Cleveland, Ohio 
JoAnne Carey 
B.A., Summa Cum Laude, The Ohio State University 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertation: Criterion Validity of the Mini·Mental 
State Examination in Individuals with 
Schizophrenia 
Internship Site: Mental Health Recovery Center of 
Warren County, Springboro, Ohio 
Kathleen Mary D'lsernia 
B.A., Loyola College 
M.S., Sumrna Cum Laude, Florida State University 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertation: Mothering in Recovery: A Qualitative 
Study 
Internship Site: Southlake Center, 
Merrillville, Indiana 
Amy Lynn Garbrecht 
B.M., Magna Cum Laude, University of Dayton 
M.S., University of Dayton 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertation: Characteristics of lmarcerated juvenile 
Sex Offenders and Non·Sex Offenders 
lntemshlp Site: St. Mary's Angel Guardian, 
Syosset, New York 
Nancy Stegmiller Henein 
A.B., Rollins College 
M.Ed., University of Virginia 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertation: Psycho-Legal Decision Making Among 
Children and Adolescents: A Developmental 
Perspective 
Internship Site: Indiana University School of 
Medicine, Indianapolis, Indiana 
Briget Catherin Lanktree 
B.A., Cum Laude, University of Dayton 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertation: Differences In Gender and Religious 
Practice on Reported Trust of Catholic Students in 
the Church, Priests and God 
Internship Site: Colorado Mental Health Institute/Fort 
Logan, Denver, Colorado 
Nicole Marie Levasseur 
B.A., Miami University 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertation: Comparing the Effects of Amount of 
Conflict on Children's Adjustment following 
Parental Divorce 
Internship: Kennedy Krieger/Johns Hopkins 
University, Baltimore, Maryland 
Michelle Elizabeth Mlinac 
B.A., Miami University 
M.A., Xavier U nlversity 
Dissertation: Women's Psychosocial Development 
in Later Life: What Changes, What Remains the 
Sa mel 
Internship Site: Temple Health Sclence Center, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Suzanne Michelle Stapleton 
B.S., Cum laude, Xavier University 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertation: Assessing Emotional Intelligence In 
Children and Adolescents: Reliability and Validity 
of the Emotional Quotient Inventory: Youth Version 
Internship Site: Family Services and Guidance Center, 
Topeka, Kansas 
Kelly L. Wesolowski 
B.A., Summa Cum Laude, Bowling Green State 
University 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertation: Relationship Components and Nature 
of Post-Divorce Parenting Responsibilities among 
Individuals going through a Divorce 
Internship Site: University ofTennessee Health 
Services, Memphis, Tennessee 
l<eli Fauber West 
B.A., With Distinction, University of Kentucky 
M.Ed., Xavier University 
M.A., Xavier University 
Dissertation: Spiritual Well·Belng: Assessment and 
Intervention in a College Population 
Internship Site: North Key Children's Community 
Center, Covington, Kentucky 
l<evin James Willmarth 
B.A., Capital University 
M.A., Ball State University 
Dissertation: Criterion Validity of the Financial Skills 
Subscale of the Direct Assessment of Functional 
Status using a Sample of Individual; with 
Schizophrenia 
Internship Site: Vanderbilt University/V.A. Medical 
Center, Nashville, Tennessee 
THE CoLLEGE OF ARTS AND SciENCES 
MAsTER oF ARTS 
August 13, aoo~t 
Sonya Lee Armstrong 
English 
B.A., Magna Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati 
M.A., University of Cincinnati 
Sheree Mancini Brown 
English 
B.A., Summa Cum Laude, College of Mount 
St. Joseph 
Helen Ruth Dolive 
English 
B.A., University of Wales 
Larry Hutzel Jr. 
English 
B.A., Northern l<entucky University 
Jeff Johnson 
Theology 
B.S., University of Cincinnati 
Kevin Michael Scalf 
Theology 
B.A., College of Mount St. joseph 
December 16, 2004 
Aaron Michael Kerley 
English 
B.A., Cum Laude, College of Mount St. Joseph 
Jean Marie Lim 
Theology 
B.S., Summa Cum Laude, Xavier University 
Tammy D. Longnecker 
Humanities 
B.S., Wright State University 
Jared Henry Wellman 
Theology 
B.A., Hanover College 
Allen Edward Williams 
English 
B.A., Marquette University 
Dr. janice B. Walker, Dean 
Mays, :zoos 
Patrick Andrew Baker 
Theology 
B.S.N., The Ohio State University 
M.S., Central Michigan University 
Mary Anne Bressler 
Theology 
B.l.A., Magna Cum Laude, Xavier University 
Aris Takis Christofides 
Humanities 
B.A .. With Distinction, American University 
Mary Rose Collins 
Theology 
B.A., Mars Hill College 
M.A., University of Maryland 
Brandy Elizabeth Fields 
English 
B.A., Cum Laude, Eastern Kentucky University 
Thomas Bradley Gaugh 
Humanities 
B.A., Bowling Green State University 
).D., University of Cincinnati 
jeffrey Michael Girton 
Theology 
B.A., Kentucky Christian College 
Mary Ann Lasher 
Theology 
B.A.H., University of Cincinnati 
Ann Marie Latham 
Humanities 
B.A., Cum Laude, Miami University 
Michael David Murphy 
Theology 
B.S., University of Illinois 
M.B.A., University of Dayton 
Nicea Murray 
Theology 
B.S., University of Cincinnati 
Erin Page 
Theology 
B.S., Cum Laude, Towson State University 
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Mary Anne Reese 
Theology 
B.A., Magna Cum Laude, College of Notre Dame 
).D., University ofTennessee 
Joe Andrew Sampson 
Humanities 
B,S., Miami University 
)o Ann Raverty Schwartz 
The.ology 
B.S.N., University of Kentucky 
Damianne Candice Scott 
English 
B.A., Cum Laude, Xavier University 
Noel P. Williamson 
Theology 
B.S.B.A., University of Delaware 
THE CoLLEGE or SociAL SciENCEs 
MASTER OF ARTS 
August 13, 2004 
Mayuri Kantilal Bhakta 
Psychology 
B.A., Magna Cum laude, Saint Louis University 
Sharon Elaine Bieszczak 
Community Counseling 
B.L.A., Xavier University 
Kimberly Dawn Bruce 
Psychology 
B.S., Cum laude, Eastern Kentucky University 
April R. Corbin 
Psychology 
B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Emily Ann Drabenstott 
Community Counseling 
B.S., Xavier University 
Kelli Marie Edelen 
Psychology 
B.A., Magna Cum Laude, Georgetown College 
Christopher Robert Hiltz 
Community Counseling 
B.A., Northern Kentucky University 
Amanda Nicole Lilly 
Psychology 
B.A., Wittenberg University 
Kathryn Marie Molnar 
Community Counseling 
B.S., Clemson University 
Bryan J, Porcher 
Psychology 
B.A., Murray State University 
Candice Marie Young 
Psychology 
B.A., Magna Cum laude, Spelman College 
December 16, 2004 
Luanne Carr 
Psychology 
B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Natalie Jane Heyne 
Counseling 
B.A., Xavier University 
Beverly Elizabeth Kilburn 
Counseling 
B.S., The Ohio State University 
M.S., The Ohio State University 
Erin Brooke l<lopp 
Counseling 
B.A., Purdue University 
judith Ann McAuliffe 
Community Counseling 
B.S., Saint )OS!! ph College 
Dr. Neil R. Heigh berger, Dean 
Nikenya M. Mills 
Counseling 
B.S., Tennessee State University 
Nicole Christine Panna 
Community Counseling 
B.S., Northern Kentucky University 
Charles Thorne Sheffield 
Counseling 
B.A., Muskingum College 
M.Ed .• Miami University 
Tiffany Nicole Short 
Counseling 
B.S.Ed .. Miami University 
May 5, 2005 
Richard David Anderson 
Community Counseling 
B.S., Cincinnati Christian University 
M.A., Cincinnati Christian University 
Sarah P. Arszman 
Psychology 
B.A., Magna Cum Laude, University of Dayton 
Suzanne Bull Bailey 
Psychology 
B.A., Magna Cum Laude, Emory & Henry College 
Elaine S. Beeler 
Community Counseling 
A.B., College of Mount St. Joseph 
Barbara Boiling Beimesch 
Psychology 
A.B., Cum Laude, Thomas More College 
J.D., Northern Kentucky University 
Barbara Jayne Bergan 
Community Counseling 
B.A., Cum laude, Miami University 
Nichole Elizabeth Brehm 
Counseling 
B.S., Denison University 
Julia Buch 
Psychology 
B.A., Emory University 
Danisha Marchea Burnett 
Community Counseling 
B.A., Xavier University 
l<athleen Ann Campbell 
Psychology 
B.A., Miami University 
Nathan Richard Corley 
Psychology 
B.A., Summa Cum Laude, Wheeling jesuit University 
Brandon Charles Dennis 
Psychology 
B.A., Cum Laude, Univer',ity of Kentucky 
Beth O'Leary Detter 
Community Coun~eli11g 
B.S.W., Xavier UnivQrsity 
Christine Leigh Ehrbar 
Psychology 
B.A., University of Akron 
Lindsay Jane Harris 
Psychology 
B.S., Cincinnati Christian University 
Mary K. Jackson 
Community Counseling 
B.A., Xavier University 
Julia Wilson Jacobs 
Psychology 
B.A., Emory University 
Giselle Cecilia Johnson 
Psychology 
B.S., University of Richman d 
Kimberley Renee Johnson 
Community Counseling 
B.A., Wittenberg University 
Benjamin Kenneth Jurek 
Psychology 
B.A., Cum Laude, University of SaintThomas 
Suzanne Irene Kidd 
Community Counseling 
B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Ashley Ryan Kozlowski 
Community Counseling 
B.A., Wheeling Jesuit University 
Megan Kimberly Kruty 
Psychology 
B.A., Cum Laude, john Carroll University 
Thomas Matthew McCann 
Psychology 
B.A., Summa Cum Laude, University of Kentucky 
jo Annette Morgan 
Counseling 
B.S.W., University of Cincinnati 
M.S.W., University of Cincinnati 
Christine Frances Muller 
Psychology 
B.S., Summa Cum Laude, Xavier University 
julianne Oester 
Psychology 
B.A., lnd ian a University 
l<eli Lynn Parody 
Psychology 
B.A., Cum Laude, West VIrginia University 
Kelli Lynn Pater 
Counseling 
B.S.W., Miami University 
Rebekah Lea Pershing 
Psychology 
B.A., Indiana University 
jennifer Renee Plunkett 
Community Counseling 
B.S., Northern Kentucky University 
Heather Marie Rahn 
Community Counseling 
B.S., Butler University 
Ryan Andrew Rice 
Community Counseling 
B.A., Bowling Green State University 
Stacey Nicole Schloss 
Community Counseling 
S.M., Summa Cum Laude, University of Dayton 
Melissa Marie Schwickerath 
Psychology 
B.A., Ohio University 
Aaron Matthew Shafto 
Community Counseling 
B.A., Asbury College 
Heather Clausen Snyder 
Counseling 
B.A., Magna Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati 
jaime Lynn Stovering 
Psychology 
B.A., Cum Laude, Cleveland State University 
Amber Leigh Valentino 
Psychology 
B.A., With High Distinction, Ohio Northern 
University 
Abby Beth Wakeham 
Counseling 
B.A., Miami University 
Kristen Therese Yancey 
Counseling 
B.A., Miami University 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
August 13, 2004 
Danielle Suzanne Droll 
Criminal justice 
B.A., Bowling Green State University 
Sara Ohradzansky 
Criminal Justice 
B.A., Xavier University 
Raymond Dean Smith Jr. 
Criminal justice 
B.A., The Union Institute 
December 16, 2004 
William Carson 
Criminal Justice 
B.A., College of Mount St. joseph 
Carrie Samantha Gibbs 
Criminal justice 
B.A., Miami University 
Gregory joseph Heiert 
Criminal justice 
B.A., Northern Kentucky University 
Tamsen Alissa McAlpine 
Criminal justice 
B.S., Xavier University 
Tracey L. Mcl<inney 
Criminal Justice 
B.S., Magna Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati 
Ann M. Redding 
Criminal Justice 
B.A .. Miami University 
Marshall Jean Simpson 
Criminal Justice 
B.S., University of Cincinnati 
B.L.A., Xavier University 
May 5, :zoos 
Angelica Yango Arejola 
Criminal justice 
B.S., Xavier University 
Brianne Marie Brown 
Criminal justice 
B.A., Marietta College 
Donna Marie Dees 
Criminal justice 
B.S .. Eastern Kentucky University 
Todd Larry l<oligian 
Criminal justice 
B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Nedra Aku Okwu 
Criminal justice 
B.S., Xavier University 
Karl Payton Power 
Criminal Justice 
B.S., Summa Cum Laude, College of Mount 
St. Joseph 
Melody Francine Price·Yonts 
Criminal Justice 
B. L.A., Xavier University 
Tracy Paulene Prior 
Criminal justice 
B.A .. Cum Laude, College of Mount St. Joseph 
james Darrell Sides 
Criminal Justice 
B.S., Middle Tennessee State University 
Darian Cameron Thompson 
Criminal Justice 
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Patricia Marie Van Stone 
Criminal Justice 
B.S .. University of Cincinnati 
l<imona Leis Vaughan 
Criminal Justice 
B.S., Tennessee State University 
Barbara Ruth Wilger 
Criminal justice 
B.S.Ed., Wright State University 
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MASTER OF HEALTH SERVICES 
ADMINISTRATION 
August :1.3, 2004 
Shannon Ahuja 
B.S., Georgetown University 
Vanessa Diaz-Sandarusi 
B.S., The Ohio State University 
M.B.A., Xavier University 
Shawn Allen Kent 
B.S., Xavier University 
Beverly l<ay Luce 
B.S.N., University of Cincinnati 
Tia LaMae Patterson 
B.S., University of Kentucky 
Christine Frances Sullivan 
B.L.A., Xavier University 
Bryan Burdett Wright 
B.S., Bowling Green State University 
December 16, 2004 
Nab han Amin Abou-Rjaili 
B.S., University ofT aledo 
Jennifer Suzanne Andrassy 
B.S. B.A., Cum Laude, Xavier University 
Emily Suzanne Aylor 
B.S., Magna Cum Laude, University of Kentucky 
Jill Marie Green Barber 
B.S.U., Cum Laude, Xavier University 
Robert Daniel Burns 
B.B.A., Merrimack College 
)ames Benton Davis 
B.H.S., University of Kentucky 
Ashley Elizabeth Haury 
B.S., Auburn University 
Brandon Michaell<lar 
B.A., Cuni Laude, Thomas More College 
Megan Lee Leroch 
B.A., With High Honor, Saint Vincent College 
Renee Michelle McBride 
B.S., University of Dayton 
Nancy Fontaine Crenshaw Russell 
B.A., Covenant College 
Carol Ann Weber 
DIP~. Good Samaritan College of Nursing & Health 
Science 
B.L.A., Summa Cum Laude, Xavier University 
james Patrick Williams 
B.S., Cum Laude, Xavier University 
Usa Marie Wlmberg 
B.A., Miami University 
Mays, zoos 
William Chad French 
B. B.A., University of Kentucky 
Edward Jason Tirakis 
B.S., Bowling Green State University 
MASTER oF SciENCE 
IN NURSING 
August:1.3,2004 
jennifer Margaret Bengel-Dunn 
B.S., Xavier University 
B.S.N., Xavier University 
Jasmine Regina Robinson 
B5.N., University of Cincinnati 
Vanessa Marie Vonderhaar 
DIPL, Good Samaritan College of Nursing & Health 
Science 
December :1.6, 2004 
Diane Marie Aldrich 
B.S.N., Xavier University 
Kelley Tabb Bender 
B.S.N., Magna Cum laude, College of Mount 
St. Joseph 
Emilie Gendreau Burdette 
B.S.N., Xavier University 
Connie Sue Dullin 
B.S.N., Summa Cum Laude, Indiana Wesleyan 
University 
Diane Elizabeth Herzog 
B.S., Xavier University 
Margaret Suzann Kondo 
B.S.N., Xavier University 
Ginger Ellen LaMar 
B.S.N., The Ohio State University 
Cathy Leahy 
B.S.N., College of Mount St. joseph 
Sharon G. McKenzie 
B.S.N., University of Cincinnati 
Karen Marie Tucker 
B.S.N., College of Mount St. Joseph 
Mays, 2005 
Leslie Suzanna Aretz 
B.S.N., Xavier University 
Leslie Renee Bishop 
B.S.N., University of Cincinnati 
Barbara Sue Harland 
B.S.N., Cum laude, College of Mount St. Joseph 
Lori Lynn Hughes 
fl.S.N., College of Mount St. Joseph 
Gregory Randolph Schano 
DIPL, Christ Hospital School of Nursing Cincinnati 
Pamela Ann White 
B.S.N., Cum Laude, Kean College 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
August:t3,2004 
Suzanne Marie Albrinck 
B.A., With Honor, University of Cincinnati 
Bruce Pasco Baarendse 
B.S. Ed., University of Cincinnati 
Gregory Howard Barrett 
B.F.A., University of Cincinnati 
Amy Marie Bass 
B.A., Summa Cum Laude, Thomas More College 
Mona Cooper Berkemeyer 
B.A., Denison University 
Dawn Kathryn Bittner 
B.S., Cum Laude, Xavier University 
Lindsay Michelle Black 
B.S.Ed., Cum laude, Miami University 
Amy Melissa Bleimund 
B.S. Ed., Summa Cum Laude, Miami University 
Alison Anne Borchers 
B.A., Northern Kentucky University 
Bryan Douglas Borden 
B.S., With Honor, Ohio University 
Melissa Lynn Brindle 
B.S.Ed., Summa Cum Laude, Wright State University 
Mari Kathleen Brogan 
B.S., Western Kentucky University 
Charles Louis Brosemer Jr. 
B.A., With High Distinction, Ohio Northern University 
Molly Lyn Brown 
B.S., University of Illinois 
Stewart Adams Browne 
B.A., Metropolitan State College 
Wendy Hancock Buckner 
B.S., Xavier University 
Laura Shannon Burchell 
B.A .• University of Dayton 
Willa J. Bush 
B.A .• Northern Kentucky University 
Christy M. Calhoun 
B.S., Cum Laude, Samford University 
Angela R. Carter 
B.S.Ed., Cum Laude, Wright State Univer~ity 
Nancy jean Casey 
B.A., Northern l<;•nturky University 
Shannon Ann Cassidy 
B.A., Magna Cum LiHHle, Xavier University 
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Michael Darin Champion 
B.S., Cum Laude, Florida A&M University 
Megan Kathleen Chaney 
B.A., University of Kentucky 
Brian Paul Cheek 
B.A., Wright State University 
Fidelia N. Chukwu 
B.L.A., Xavier University 
Melanie Lynn Cohen 
B.S,Ed., Indiana University 
Kasey Lynn Cole 
B.A., Magna Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati 
Andrew Thomas Critzer 
S.M., Cum Laude, Miami University 
Julie Ellen Darland 
B.S.Ed., Summa Cum Laude, University of 
Cincinnati 
Mary Catherine Daulton 
B.S., Xavier University 
Melinda Anne Davis 
B.A., Northern Kentucky University 
Veronica Kay Dean 
B.S., University of Cincinnati 
Kenneth Takashi Dicks 
B.A., Youngstown State University 
Tamara Elaine Dozier 
B.S., Georgia State University 
Suzanne Marie Duwel 
B.S. Ed., Bowling Green State University 
Michael Anthony Eckert 
B.S.Ed., Miami University 
Andrew William Farfsing 
B.A., Xavier University 
Tanya Denise Ficklin 
B.S.Ed., Wright State University 
Brian Howard Flaherty 
B.A., Northern Kentucky University 
Elena Marie Fowler 
B.S., Ohio University 
Linda Sherrard Foxx 
B.S., Northern Kentucky University 
Christina Marie Frank 
B.S., Xavier University 
Michael Paul Frankenhoff 
B.S., Magna Cum Laude, Xavier University 
Jean Abernathy Fricke 
B.A., University of Kentucky 
M.S.W., University of Kentucky 
Irene Tellings Frost 
B.A., The Ohio State University 
William Christopher Gabriel 
B.S., Northern Kentucky University 
Susan Marie Gall 
B.S., Summa Cum Laude, Xavier University 
Margaret Elizabeth Geary 
B.S., Summa Cum Laude, Ohio University 
M.S., Louisiana State University 
Karen Michelle Geiger 
B.S. Ed., Cum Laude, Miami University 
Amanda Jean Georges 
B.A., Cum Laude, Wilmington College 
John Brian Georges 
B.A .. Wilmington College 
Samantha Marie Gerwe-Perkins 
B.A., Cum Laude, Xavier University 
Christie Lynn Ghiz 
B.S. Ed., Miami University 
Sondra Rose Gilbert 
B.S., Miami University 
Mary Theresa Goebel 
B.A., Cum Laude, Franklin College 
Andrea Lee Gomer 
B.A., Ohio University 
Denise Ann Griggs 
B.S. Ed., Magna Cum Laude, Miami University 
Melissa Marie Haarberg 
B.S., University of Kentucky 
Jan Melissa Halcomb 
B.A., Miami University 
Carla Jean Hamilton 
B.A., California State University 
Jill Marie Hanson 
B.S., Auburn University 
Margret Anne Haughton 
B.A., Nazareth College 
Judith Charmaine Helwagen 
B.S. Ed., University of Cincinnati 
Michelle Marie Henz 
B.S., Xavier University 
Christopher Lawrence Heuser 
B.A., Marietta College 
P. Dawn Hinton 
B.S., Northern Kentucky University 
M.A., Georgetown College 
Christopher Albert Holtz 
B.S., Northern Kentucky University 
Michael Thomas Holtz 
B.S., Northern Kentucky University 
Nelson Walter Homan 
B.S., Wright State University 
Shannon Douglas Howell 
13.5., Xavier University 
Lori Elizabeth Hoying 
B.M., Cum Laude, Miami University 
Ryan Andrew Huff 
B.S.Ed., Miami University 
Ellen Marie Hughes 
B.S.Ed., Cum Laude, Miami University 
Robin Jeanne Huizenga 
B.A., Calvin College 
Jessica Mcl<enzie Hunt 
B.S., University of Dayton 
Sarah Elizabeth Hunt 
B.A .. Summa Cum Laude, Wilmington College 
Angela Maria Hunter 
B.S., Ball State University 
Laura Ann Hutzel 
B.S. Ed., University of Cincinnati 
Martha Marie Jamieson 
B.S. Ed., Miami University 
Linda Marie Johnson 
B.S. Ed., Bowling Green State University 
Kathryn Jane Johnston 
B.S. B.A., University of Dayton 
Emily Mills Jones 
B.A .• Magna Cum Laude, Ohio Wesleyan University 
Michael A. Jones 
B.S., Cameron University 
Julie Helmes Jordan 
B.A., Cum Laude, Xavier University 
Deanna l<ay l<amphaus 
B.S., The Ohio State University 
Brad Stephen l<arabaic 
B.S.Ed., Bowling Green State University 
Nirmala Sebastian Karinattu 
B.Ed., Magdah University 
B.A., Bharathidasan University 
Hans Samuel Kaufmann 
B.S., Ohio University 
Anne Wirtz Keen 
B.S.Ed., Miami University 
Kathleen Marie l<irwan 
B.A., Xavier University 
Gail Marie Knight 
B.A., Saint Louis University 
Nancy Ann Koch 
B.S.Ed., Summa Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati 
Jerome Robert l<ombrinck 
B.S.Ed., University of Cincinnati 
Ann Victoria Kovaleski 
B.S.B.A., Xavier University 
Victoria Bennett Kowalk 
B.A., Centre College 
Alice Kurian 
B.Ed., University of North Bengal 
B.A., Bharathidasan University 
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Greg Alan Lammers 
B.S.Ed .. Magna Cum Laude, Bowling Green State 
University 
Bradford Michael Lane 
B.S., Bowling Green State University 
Blaire Elizabeth Lenning 
B.A., Miami University 
Elizabeth Anne Lloyd 
B.A., Magna Cum Laude, Xavier University 
JoAnna Lynn Loechel 
B.A., Magna Cum Laude, Northern Kentucky 
University 
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B.S., University of Cincinnati 
Kelly Pugh Siebert 
B.S. Ed., University of Cincinnati 
Sandra Kay Smalley 
B.S.Ed., Summa Cum Laude, Ohio University 
Jonathan Wesley Souders 
B.S.£d., University of Cincinnati 
Troy Raymond Sparks 
B.S., Cum laude, Eastern Kentucky University 
Steven lamar Speed 
B.A., University ofToiedo 
Katherine Race Staggs 
B.S., Northern Kentucky University 
joshua Joseph Stephens 
B.S., Miami University 
Dawn Stone 
ADiP, University of Cincinnati 
Emily Michele Strausbaugh 
B.S., Bowling Green State University 
Andrea lynese Sutton 
B.S. Ed., Cum laude, Miami University 
Matthew Dale Szyndler 
B.S.Ed., Magna Cum Laude, Bowling Green State 
University 
Lisa Marie von Haefen 
B.S. E., Magna Cum Laude, Case Western Reserve 
University 
M.S., Case Western Reserve University 
Andrea leigh Wall 
B.A .. Wilmington College 
Ann Gregory Ward 
B.A., Miami University 
Tracy Lynn Wathen 
B.S., Summa Cum Laude, University of Dayton 
Stephan Donald Weidner 
B.l.A., Xavier University 
Pamela Ann White 
B.S. I'/., Cum Laude, Kean College 
Rebecca Lea Wilhelm 
B.A., Cum laude, Thomas More College 
Carol Elaine Williamson 
B.A .. Wittenberg University 
Kelly Reed Wing 
B.S., University oF South Florida 
Katherine Elizabeth Young 
B.O.S., florthern Kentucky University 
Karla Maria Ziesmann 
B.S.Ed., Miami University 
Twana )o Zimmerman 
B.S.Ed., Cum laude, Ohio University 
James Ward Galloway Zoller 
fl.A.,llnlverslty of Virgin In 
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Shawnee Michelle Airgood 
B.S., Purdue University 
Daniel Joseph Billow 
B.S., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
M.S., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
Timothy David Bingaman 
B.G.S., University of Kansas 
Sherry Ann Burden 
B.S .• Urbana University 
Elizabeth lynn Carr 
B.S. Ed., Cum Laude, University of Dayton 
Jill Kathleen Dolan 
B.A., Ohio Northern University 
Donna Jean Endicott 
B.S., Cum laude, Xavier University 
Crispin Noel Cabatingan Francisco 
B.S., Ateneo de Manila University 
)acqueli ne Sa rat Thompson Golston 
B.A., Xavier University 
Lindy Marie Gray 
B.S., Southwest Missouri State University 
Antonia Celeste Hardin-McGill 
B. L.A., Xavier University 
Chelsy jo Harris 
B.S.B.A., With Distinction, University of Nebraska 
Kristen Brianna Huff 
B.S., Northern Kentucky University 
Samantha Lynn Inskeep 
B.S., Miami University 
Julie Ann )ones 
B.A., University of Findlay 
Debra Elaine Kaminski 
B.S .• Magna Cum laude, Franklin University 
l<ira Knight 
B.B.A., Eastern Michigan University 
Cynthia Renee l<oetzle 
B.S., Central Michigan University 
Rhonda Lewis 
B.L.A .. Xavier University 
George James McClure 
B.S., Morehead Stille University 
Genise Evonne Mcl<enzie 
B.A., Cum Laude, Xavier University 
Mary Elizabeth McNiel-Birri 
B.A., Northern Kentucky University 
Allison lee Moser 
B.S., Ohio Universily 
Tonia Navarra Murphy 
B.S., Cum laude, University of l<entucky 
Sangeeta Nayak 
B. B.A., Summa Cum laude, University of Cincinnati 
Teena Marie Renville 
B.S., Magna Cum laude, University of Cincinnati 
Leigh Ann Schroeder 
B.A., Northern Kentucky University 
Audrey Dianne Turner-Humphrey 
B.A., Xavier University 
Rebecca Lynn West 
B.S., Ohio University 
Joshua H. Walk 
B.A., Drake University 
M.P.A., Drake University 
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Andrews Agyeman-Duah 
B.S., University of Ghana 
Richard )ames Allendorf 
B.S.B., Cum Laude, Miami University 
Filiberto Michael Anastasio 
B.S.B.A., Indiana University 
Patrick James Armour 
B.S., Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati 
John Michael Baughman 
B.S., Indiana University 
Daniel Paul Beaudry 
B.S.C.E., University of Wisconsin 
B.N.S., University of Wisconsin 
Courtney Marie Boehm 
B.S. B., Indiana University 
Traci Dawn Bolte 
B.S., University of Kentucky 
Olga Petrovna Bondar 
B.B.A., Magna Cum Laude, Shorter College 
Jeffrey Thomas Bova 
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Thomas Vincent Brady Ill 
B.S.A.S., Miami University 
B.S., Miami University 
Stacey Lynn Breese 
B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Scott Terence Brickler 
B.S., University of Cincinnati 
Neil Joseph Calabrese 
B.S., The Ohio State University 
jonathan Leonard Caldwell 
B.B.A., Eastern Kentucky University 
David Matthew Cast 
B.A., Miami University 
Carrie Lang Cayse 
B. B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Huan Chang Chiu 
B.S., Purdue University 
Perry Gerard Como 
B.S., The Ohio State University 
Brian Edward Cox 
B.S., The Ohio State University 
Joseph Richard Czerwonka 
B.S.B.A., Xavier University 
Mitchell Wayne Damp 
B.S., Western Illinois University 
Eric Matthew Dill 
B.S.C.E., Magna Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati 
Dr. Ali Malekzadeh, Dean 
l<risti Lee DiStaola 
B.S., University of South Carolina 
Jennifer Marie Dodds 
B.F.A., University of Cincinnati 
Susan Ann Eichhorn 
B.S.C.E., University of Cincinnati 
julie Ann Elliott 
B.S., Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati 
Nora Elizabeth Fink 
B.A., Xavier University 
Andrew Michael Franklin 
B.A., Cumberland College 
Melissa Marie Frantz 
B.S., Miami University 
Steven Wayne Fraser 
B.B.A., Marshall University 
William Chad French 
B. B.A., University of Kentucky 
Vicente Garcia-Santamarina 
B.S.C.E., Universidad lberoamericana Santa Fe 
Ciudad De Mex 
David Abraham Gerber 
B.S.B., Miami University 
Assad Ghani 
B.S., The Ohio State University 
Michelle Lynn Gloege 
B.S. B.A., Cum Laude, Xavier University 
John Michael Gruber 
B.S., Cum Laude, Michigan Technological University 
H. Matthew Hantman 
A.B., With High Distinction, University of Michigan 
J.D., University of Dayton 
Stephanie Camille Harmon 
A.B., University of Illinois 
Laura S. Harry 
B.H.S., University of Kentucky 
Aric Alan Hassel 
B.S.B.A., Xavier University 
)ames Phillip Heineman 
B.S.E.E., Wright State University 
jeremy Richard Henry 
B.S., Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology 
M.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Christine Lynn Herrington 
B.A., Morehead State University 
Donald Lewis Hicks 
B.A .. Northern Kentucky University 
Jennifer Lynn Hoffert 
B.S.B., Miami University 
Michael Edward Honan 
B.S. B.A., Surnma Cum Laude, Xavier University 
Deborah Susan Howell 
B.A., University of Cincinnati 
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Diego Felipe lsaza 
B.S., Universidad Javeriana 
Ellen Katz Johnson 
B.A., University of Vermont 
M.F.A., University of Cincinnati 
Brian Eric Jones 
B.B.A., Marshall University 
M.S., Marshall University 
Heather Marie l<ammerer 
B.S.N., Xavier University 
Hasan l<ubilay Kara 
B.S., Middle EastTechnical University 
Srinivasulu l<aranam 
B.T., Sri Venkateswara University 
B.T., Institute of Public Enterprise 
Brent Lee Keller 
B.S.M.E., Magna Cum Laude, University of 
Cincinnati 
Brian James l<elly 
B.S., Ohio University 
Daniel B. Kobida 
B.S.E.E., University of Dayton 
Robert Frederic l<och, Jr. 
B.A., Summa Cum Laude, Xavier University 
John Lawrence Koehl 
B.S.I.E., University of Cincinnati 
Matthew John Koester 
B.S., Purdue University 
Douglas). Kohls 
B. B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Benjamin P. l<oth 
B.A., Miami University 
B.S.Ed., Miami University 
Timothy William l<raus 
B.S .. University of Cincinnati 
Mark William Kroeger 
A.B., Western Kentucky University 
Renee Suzanne LaFaive 
B.S., Cum Laude, University of Wisconsin 
Sherri Kristina Lett 
B.A., Cornell University 
Tracee Ann Leugers-Postich 
B.S., summa Cum Laude, College of Mount 
St. joseph 
Diana Gale McClung 
B.S., College of Mount St. Joseph 
Maria Susanne Melish 
B.S., Miami University 
Timothy Fred Meyer 
B. L.A., Xavier University 
Steven Bradford Miller 
B.S., Indiana University 
jason Todd Milligan 
B.H.S., cum Laude, University of Kentucky 
Daniel Jay Montgomery 
B.A., Wilmington College 
Aaron Thomas Morgan 
B.S., United States Military Academy 
Roger Brian Noe 
B.A., Miami University 
Andrew Benjamin Obert 
B.B.A., Cum laude, Ohio University 
Margaret Ann O'Toole 
B.S.B.A., College of Mount St. Joseph 
George Matthew Owens 
B.L.A., Xavier University 
Phillip Steven Palicki 
B.B.A., University of Kentucky 
Lori Michele Palmer 
B.S.B., Miami University 
Amy Susan Pangburn 
B.S., Pennsylvania State University 
Marl<joseph Pam:eca 
B.S., College of Mount St. Joseph 
Jamie Lynn Papania 
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Rahul Jayantilal Patel 
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati 
GeoffWarren Pfeiffer 
B.S., University of Kentucky 
Eric Matthew Poff 
B. B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Nikshita R. Rader 
B.S.I.E., The Ohio State University 
Thomas Hans Ritz 
B.S., University of Saarland 
M.S., University of Saarland 
Brian Clayton Rowe 
B.S., The Ohio State University 
John Edgar Salsman Ill 
B.S., University of Kentucky 
Julie Ann Sandmann 
B.A., Morehead State University 
Hallam Antoine Sargeant 
B.B.A., Cum Laude, Florida International University 
Matthew Paul Schenz 
B.A., Wittenberg University 
Lauren Elizabeth Schmaltz 
B.S.B.A., Summa Cum Laude, Xavier University 
Julia Lynn Schmidt 
B.A., Summu Cum Laude, Wittenberg University 
David ChristopherSchneider 
B.S. B.A., Xavier University 
Ute Scholz 
B.S., Ludwlgsburg College 
Nathan Daniel Sernoffsky 
B.A., Cum Laude, University of Dayton 
Connie Rene Settles 
B.S., University of Illinois 
Andrew Richard Wilson Short 
B.T.E., Summa Cum Laude, Auburn University 
Ranbir Singh 
B.S., University of Cincinnati 
Stephen Patrick Smith 
B.S.B.A., Xavier University 
Nicholas Allen Spradlin 
B. B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Joel Louis Staffilino 
B.S.B., Miami University 
Brett joseph Starr 
B.S., University of Dayton 
Shauna Renee Steigerwald 
B.A., Xavier University 
Eric David Stein 
B.S.C.E., University of Cincinnati 
Nicholas Earls Steinert 
B.S.C.E., Purdue University 
Sandra J. Stude 
B.A., Wilmington College 
Chad Jeffery Borden Talach 
B.A., University of Western Ontario 
B.C., University of Windsor 
Ghada Tarazi 
B.S., Summa Cum Laude, Devry Institute of 
Technology 
Christopher Michael Tomasetti 
B. B.A., University of Kentucky 
Matthew Charles Totterdale II 
B.S., Ohio Northern University 
Shankar Vishwanathan 
B. E., University of Bombay 
Shigeaki Wakana 
B. E., Nihon University 
M.S., Nihon University 
Lee Ann Waldvogel 
B.S.B.A., Cum Laude, Xavier University 
Ryan Page Walker 
B.S. B.A., Cum Laude, University of Dayton 
Amy Patrice Walter 
B.S. B., Indiana University 
James Richard Warren 
B.S., Magna Cum Loude, Northern Kentucky 
University 
Chad Alan Wells 
B.S.B., Miami Univ<'rsity 
john Thomas Wheeler IV 
B.S.B., Miami University 
Michelle Renee Wuebben 
B.S.A.B., University of Cincinni1ti 
B.A., University of Cine in nat! 
Lorraine Helen Yeager 
B.S., University of Dayton 
Raymond Anthony Yunkunis 
B.S., Pennsylvania State University 
December :a6, :u.J04 
Ronald Baird Jr. 
B.S., Butler University 
Brandon E. Biddle 
B.A .• Northern Kentucky University 
Sunjeet Singh Bilkh u 
B. B.A., University of Cincinnati 
PeterVasilios Boumis 
B.S. E. E., University of Cincinnati 
M.S., University of Cincinnati 
Scott Michael Casson 
B.S., Northern t<entucky University 
Kevin James Connors 
B.S., Miami University 
Barbara Ann Danner 
B. B.A., University of Cincinnati 
John Farrand Dine 
B.S. E., University of Michigan 
David Andrew Dziech 
B.S., With Honors, Devry institute ofTechnology 
James Robert Elliott 
B.S., Eastern Illinois University 
Bobbie Jo Ernst 
B.A., Cum Laude, Wilmington College 
Michael Don ivan Evans 
B.A., Xavier University 
Michael David Feldhaus 
B.A., Furman University 
William Scott Fentress 
B.S.M.E., The Ohio State University 
Craig Richard Franek 
B.S.B.A., University of Dayton 
James Michael Gangloff 
B.S.B., Cum laude, Miami University 
jeffrey L. Geyer 
B.S., Miami University 
Suzanne Marie Gorges 
B.S., University of Cincinnati 
B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Geoffrey Steven Grendel 
B.S., Miami University 
Matthew James Greve 
B.S., College of Mount St. Joseph 
Christopher Joseph Gross 
B.S., Northern l<entucky University 
Laura Lynn Heilman 
B.S., Magna Cum Laude, University of Kentucky 
Steven Andrew Hitt 
B.S., Cum Laude, University of Illinois 
Eric Allen Hoffman 
B.S., Miami University 
Matthew Karllmwalle 
B.S.B.A., Xavier University 
Misty Leigh )ones 
B.H.S., Ohio University 
Robert Keith Judd 
B.S .. Utah State University 
)igar Ajit Kadakia 
B.S.C.E., Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati 
Lauren Marie l<aeppner 
B.A .. Xavier University 
Carla Marie l<ampschmidt 
B.A., Summa Cum Laude, Muskingum College 
Garrett Chad Kamstra 
B.B.A., University ofToledo 
Craig Michael Kantz 
B.B.A., Eastern Michigan University 
Jay Andrew Knaley 
B.S.B.A., Thomas More College 
Kristie Ann l<olb 
B.S.B., University of Wisconsin 
Narendra Nadh Kondragunta 
B.T., Nagariuna University 
M.S., University of Oklahoma 
Michael Francis Kowalski 
B.M., Summa Cum Laude, The Ohio State University 
Terry Lynn Lievestro 
B.M.E., University of Cincinnati 
JiLin 
B.S., Guang Dong Institute ofTechnology 
Kevin Donald Logeman 
B.S.B.A., Cum Laude, Xavier University 
jeffrey William Lowe 
B.S., Arizona State University 
Meena A. Manek 
B.T., University of Dayton 
Jason Michael Mayer 
B.S. E., University of Dayton 
Justin John McCoy 
B.A., University of Alberta 
Calvin M. McEvoy 
DIPL, Dublin Institute ofTechnology 
M.S., Institute of Food Science & Technology 
Harrison Spaulding Mullin 
B.A., Trinity College 
Charles Daly Murphy 
B.S., Miami University 
Thomas Kent Neal 
B.S., University ofLoulsville 
B.A., U niverslty of Louisville 
M.A., University of Louisville 
Graham Stenson Parlin 
B.A., Hamilton College 
Jeffrey Karl Piscadlo 
B.S. B.A., Xavier University 
Gregory Wade Reder 
B.S. B., University of Dayton 
Karen Pulsifer Reiling 
B.S. E., University of Maine 
Patricia Lynn Ricotta 
B.A., Cedarville University 
Scott Dean Rogers 
B.A., Bowling Green State University 
Michelle Kathleen Ryan-Knight 
B.S. B.A .. University of West Florida 
Yakup Sar 
B.S., Selcuk University 
Thomas Harold Scarborough Ill 
B.S.C., Cum Laude, Ohio University 
Jichun Shi 
M.S., University of Michigan 
Ph.D., University of Michigan 
Blake David Slater 
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Erika Leigh Smith 
A.B .• University of Kentucky 
Catherine Jessica Soldano-Noble 
B.S., Xavier University 
Richard Herman Tapke Ill 
B.S.B.A., Xavier University 
Karen Ann Tepe 
B.S.B., University of Cincinnati 
M.H.S.A .. Xavier University 
Michael Edward Thomas 
B.S. C. E., Magna Cum Laude, Ohio University 
Brian James Thompson 
B.S.M.E .. University of Dayton 
Jessica Ann Thrush 
B.S., Cum Laude, Lebanon Valley College 
Matthew Anthony Tripepi 
B.A., Cum Laude, Xavier University 
Roland Emmett Warfield 
B.A., Wittenberg University 
Elizabeth Ann Wimmers 
B.S. B.A., Xavier University 
Mays, :zoos 
Prasad Acharya 
B.S., University of Maryland 
Cheston Erik Agles 
B.S., University of Saint Francis 
Joe T. Ambrosiano 
B.S., Miami University 
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David Lewis Arway 
B.S.M.E., University of Cincinnati 
B.S., Northern Kentucky University 
Tammy Glasgow Avery 
B. B.A., Middle Tennessee State University 
Frank Ayoung-Chee 
B.S.M.E., With Honors, University of Florida 
M.S., University of Cincinnati 
Erik Michael Ball 
B.S.B.A., Summa Cum Laude, Xavier University 
jeffrey Allen Baxter 
B.S., With High Honors, Case Western Reserve 
University 
M.S., Case Western Reserve University 
Raechel Marie Betz 
B.S. B.A., John Carroll University 
Meena Bharwani 
B.S., Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology 
M.A., Cornell University 
Adam L. Bittner 
B.S. B.A., Xavier University 
Brad Alan Blaich 
B.S., Purdue University 
Richard Thomas Bohl 
B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Kendra Joyce Brown 
B.A., Cum Laude, Xavier University 
Jason Paul Browning 
B.A .. Bellarmine University 
Kevin Robert Buchler 
B.S.A.S., Miami University 
Andrea Lynn Bytnar 
B.S.B.A., Xavier University 
Heather Aust Carruthers 
B.S., illinois State University 
David James Casey 
B.S., Saint John Fisher College 
)ohan Ronnie Cedergren 
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Regina Storms Chenault 
B.S., Cum Laude, Xavier University 
joseph Charles Clark 
B.S.M.E., Rose-Hulman Institute ofTechna!agy 
joseph Patrick Condren 
B.S., DePaul University 
Matthew Donald Conrad 
B.S.]., Summa Cum Laude, Ohio University 
Nicholas jeffery Cook 
B.S. B.A., Magna Cum Laude, Xavier University 
Kendra Leigh Corbett 
B.S., Miami University 
Craig Allan Cuchra 
B.S., University of Illinois 
Keith Scott Davies 
B.S., Eastern Kentucky University 
James Benton Davis 
B.H.S., University of Kentucky 
M.H.S.A., Xavier University 
Matthew Robert Davison 
B.S. B.A., Central Michigan University 
Christine Rae DeFazio 
B.S.B., Cum Laude, Miami University 
Russell Glen Desch 
B.S., Indiana University 
Keith Patrick Dillhoff 
B.S.C.E., Cum Laude, University of Notre Dame 
Victoria Rene Dunaway 
B.A., University of KE!ntucky 
Latosha Marie Ellls 
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Elizabeth Lynn Faigle 
B.S., University of Dayton 
Marina Fitriasti 
B.S., The Ohio State University 
David Thomas Franta 
B.M.E., University of Dayton 
Paul Wayne Fryman 
B.S., Northern Kentucky University 
Christopher B. Gage 
B.S., Indiana University 
Ujjwal Gajurel 
A.B., Olivet College 
Conrad Augustus Garvls 
B. E .. With Honors, Pratt Institute 
Jamie Howard Gatto 
B. B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Bozena Golebiowska 
M.A., Warsaw School of Economics 
Carmen Xiomara Goncalves 
B.A., Universidad Catolica Andres BeHo 
Michael David Goodall 
B. B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Elizabeth Anne Gottfried 
B.A., University of Kentucky 
Reddi T. Gudla 
B.S., Andhra University 
M.S., Wayne State University 
Rebecca Lynn Gulasi<y 
B.S., Carnegie Mellon University 
Lauren A. Halterman-Neyer 
B.S., Louisiana State University 
Robert Allen Hazelbaker 
B.S.E.E., University of Cincinnati 
Andrew Christopher Herwit 
B.F.A., University of Utah 
Brandy Renf Hicks 
B.S., University of Kentucky 
Mary Patricia Higgins 
B.S., College of Mount St. Joseph 
Mary Colleen Hill 
B.S.B., Cum Laude. Miami University 
Kar·Cheun Ho 
B.S., Boston University 
Karen Sue Hogue 
B.S.B.A., University of Dayton 
Bradley David Holt 
B.S.B.A., Ohio Northern University 
Derek Charles Houck 
B.B .A., University of Cincinnati 
Sarah Ellen Hudak 
B.S.B., Miami University 
Patrick Henry Hughes 
B.S.M.E., University of Cincinnati 
Garry Michael Huysse 
B.S.C.E., Purdue University 
James Michael Illingworth 
B.S., Purdue UnivNsity 
Vipul Jain 
B.T .. Maharishi Markandeshwar Engineering College 
Suzanne Marie Kane 
B.S.B., Indiana University 
Monica Kassteen 
B.A., Pepperdine University 
J.D., California Western School of Law 
Shannon Elizabeth Kennedy 
B.H.S., University of Kentucky 
Kelly Christina Kienker 
B.S., Miami University 
Christian Adair Klim 
B.S., Summa Cum Laude, University of Kentucky 
Melissa Stark Koester 
B.A.. Centre College 
Christina Carole Kowalski 
B.S.l.E., Cum Laude, University of Tennessee 
Kevin Joseph Kunkler 
B.S.M.E., University of Cincinnati 
Stephen Dawson Lang 
B.S., Bob Jones University 
Aud rea L. Liviskie 
B. B.A., Magna Cum Laude, Unive"itY of Cincinnati 
Laura Marie Luchsinger 
13.S.A.S., Miami Ur~iversity 
Rick C. Lyna rd II 
il.';., floririd 'oldiE• IIIIIVI'f'oiiV 
David Lee Manaster 
l'. '-.., lul.IIH' llr~ivt•r•,rty 
Susiln Carolina Mandill 
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Jason Phillip Manni 
B.A., Michigan State University 
Matthew Wayne Marshall 
B.B.A., University of Kentucky 
Onalda Martinez 
B.S., Manhattan College 
Michael Patrick McAlpin 
B.A., Thomas More College 
Annah Castellini McDowell 
B.S., United States Military Academy 
Gerardo Antonio Mercado 
B.B.A., Xavier University 
ChristopherVincentMercurio 
B.M.E., Villanova University 
Mario Joseph Mercurio 
B.S.B.A., Xavier University · 
Peter Michael Messerle 
B.S., Pennsylvania State University 
M.En., University of Cincinnati 
Philip Conner Meyer 
B.S., Case Western Reserve University 
Dane Patrick Moore 
B.A., Wheaton College 
Terry Leon Moorman 
B.S.M.E., University of Kentucky 
Richard Martin Muny 
B.S.M.E., With Honors, Florida Atlantic University 
John Alexander Niemann 
B.A., Miami University 
B.S., Miami University 
Kris M. O'Donnell 
B. B.A .. Eastern Kentucky University 
Shawn Michael Osborne 
B.S., The Ohio State University 
Bhaumik Vinn Patel 
B.S., Drexel University 
Stephen J. Peterson 
B.S., Xavier University 
Brian W. Pfeiffer 
B.S.M.E., Purdue University 
Mary Elizabeth Philippa 
B.S., Lake Erie College 
Bradley Edward Phillips 
A.B., Furman University 
Jennifer Riffel Phillips 
B.S., Louisiana State University 
Joseph Carmen Phillips 
B. B.A., University of Notre Dame 
Benjamin Joseph Piening 
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Sarah Ann Pompilio 
B.A .. Summa Cum Laude, Thomas More College 
Keith Scott Davies 
B.S., Eastern Kentucky University 
James Benton Davis 
B.H.S., University of Kentucky 
M.H.S.A., Xavier University 
Matthew Robert Davison 
B.S.B.A., Central Michigan University 
Christine Rae DeFazio 
B.S.B., Cum Laude, Miami University 
Russell Glen Desch 
B.S., Indiana University 
Keith Patrick Dillhoff 
B. S.C. E., Cum Laude, University of Notre Dame 
Victoria Rene Dunaway 
B.A., University of Kentucky 
Latosha Marie Ellis 
B. B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Elizabeth Lynn Faigle 
B.S., University of Dayton 
Marina Fitriasti 
B.S., The Ohio State University 
David Thomas Franta 
B.M.E., University of Dayton 
Paul Wayne Fryman 
B.S., Northern Kentucky University 
Christopher B. Gage 
B.S., Indiana University 
Ujjwal Gajurel 
A.B., Olivet College 
Conrad Augustus Garvis 
B. E., With Honors, Pratt Institute 
Jamie Howard Gatto 
B. B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Bozena Golebiowska 
M.A., Warsaw School of Economics 
Carmen Xiomara Goncalves 
B.A., Universidad Catolica Andres Bello 
Michael David Goodall 
B. B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Elizabeth Anne Gottfried 
B.A., University of Kentucky 
Reddi T. Gudla 
B.S., Andhra University 
M.S., Wayne State University 
Rebecca Lynn Gulasky 
B.S., Carnegie Mellon University 
Lauren A. Halterman-Neyer 
B.S., Louisiana State University 
Robert Allen Hazelbaker 
B.S.E.E., University of Cincinnati 
Andrew Christopher Herwit 
B.F.A., University of Utah 
Brandy Reni Hicks 
B.S .. University of Kentucky 
Mary Patricia Higgins 
B.S., College of Mount St. Joseph 
Mary Colleen Hill 
B.S.B .. Cum Laude, Miami University 
Kar-Cheun Ho 
B.S., Boston University 
Karen Sue Hogue 
B.S. B.A., University of Dayton 
Bradley David Holt 
B.S. B.A., Ohio Northern University 
Derek Charles Houck 
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Sarah Ellen Hudak 
B.S.B., Miami University 
Patrick Henry Hughes 
B.S.M.E., University of Cincinnati 
Garry Michael H uysse 
B.S.C.E., Purdue University 
James Michael Illingworth 
B.S., Purdue University 
Vipul Jain 
B.T., Maharishi Markandeshwar Engineering College 
Suzanne Marie Kane 
B.S.B., Indiana University 
Monica l<assteen 
B.A., Pepperdine University 
J.D., California Western School of Law 
Shannon Elizabeth Kennedy 
B.H.S., University of Kentucky 
Kelly Christina Kienker 
B.S .. Miami University 
Christian Adair Klim 
B.S .• Summa Cum Laude, University of Kentucky 
Melissa Stark Koester 
B.A., Centre College 
Christina Carole Kowalski 
B.S. I.E., Cum Laude, University of Tennessee 
Kevin Joseph Kunkler 
B.S.M.E., University of Cincinnati 
Stephen Dawson Lang 
B.S .. Bob jones University 
Audrea L. Liviskie 
B. B.A., Magna Cum Laude, University of linrinnati 
Laura Marie Luchsinger 
B.S.A.S., Miarni Univ<·rsity 
Rick C. Lynard II 
H.~ .. f'lorid.1 ~t.Jt<· Unlv<·"ity 
David Lee Manaster 
G.S., Tulo~m· llniwrsity 
Susan Carolina Mandai 
B.S., Jn<..,t' Mdria Vdrga'l Univf'rsity 
so 
Jason Phillip Manni 
B.A., Michigan State University 
Matthew Wayne Marshall 
B. B.A., University of Kentucky 
Onalda Martinez 
B.S., Manhattan College 
Michael Patrick McAlpin 
B.A., Thomas More College 
Annah Castellini McDowell 
B.S., United States Military Academy 
Gerardo Antonio Mercado 
B.B.A., Xavier University 
Christopher Vincent Mercurio 
B.M.E., Villanova University 
Mario Joseph Mercurio 
B.S. B.A., Xavier University 
Peter Michael Messerle 
B.S., Pennsylvania State University 
M.En., University of Cincinnati 
Philip Conner Meyer 
B.S., Case Western Reserve University 
Dane Patrick Moore 
B.A., Wheaton College 
Terry Leon Moorman 
B.S.M.E., University of Kentucky 
Richard Martin Muny 
B.S.M.E., With Honors, Florida Atlantic University 
John Alexander Niemann 
B.A., Miami University 
B.S., Miami University 
Kris M. O'Donnell 
B.B.A., Eastern Kentucky University 
Shawn Michael Osborne 
B.S., The Ohio State University 
Bhaumik Vinn Patel 
B.S., Drexel University 
Stephen J. Peterson 
B.S., Xavier University 
Brian W. Pfeiffer 
B.S.M.E., Purdue University 
Mary Elizabeth Philippa 
B.S., Lake Erie College 
Bradley Edward Phillips 
A.B., Furman University 
Jennifer Riffel Phillips 
B.S., Louisiana State University 
Joseph Carmen Phillips 
B. B.A., University of Notre Dame 
Benjamin Joseph Piening 
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Sarah Ann Pompilio 
B.A., Summa Cum Laude, Thomas More College 
Rebecca Lynn Ray 
B.S., Miami University 
Roy Neil Reinertsen 
B.S. E., University of Cincinnati 
Christopher Michael Richard 
B.S.C.E, Ohio University 
Maggie Ellen Ridder 
B.S., Ohio University 
Caroline Margaret Rogiers 
B.S., University of Kentucky 
John joseph Scarchilli 
B.S., With Distinction, Clarkson University 
Ethan Schatz 
B;A., Evergreen State College 
Paul Edward Schauer 
B.S.I.E, The Ohio State University 
Gilbert Frederic!< Schepmann Jr. 
B.S.M.E., Valparaiso University 
Joy Michelle Schlie 
B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Sarah Lynn Schulte 
, B.A., Summa Cum Laude, Thomas More College 
Jennifer Fayre Schweitzer 
A.B., Vanderbilt University 
Julie Kay Schwierling 
B.S:B.A., University of Dayton 
Lauren Elise Searcy 
B.A., Miami University 
Cristina de Lourdes Sed a 
B.S., Brown University 
Sophon Sim 
B.S.B.A., Xavier University 
Christopher Lee Smith 
B.S., Edinboro University 
Courtney Elizabeth Smith 
B.S.B., Miami University 
Anne Bridget Sroga 
B.M.E., University of Dayton 
Michael J. Steinberg 
B.S., University of Cincinnati 
George Stephen 
B.C., University of Delhi 
Carrie Renee Story 
B.B.A., Summa Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati 
Steven Jason Subit 
B. S.M. E., The Ohio State University 
M.S., Un lversily of Cincinnati 
Patrlck John Swindon 
B.S., University of Cincinnati 
Lisa Christine Switalski 
B.B.A., Cum Laude, Thomas More College 
Desaree Michell Tatum 
B.S., Wilberforce University 
Kenneth David Thompson 
B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Michelle Marie Tjan 
B.S.B.A., Xavier University 
Matthew Turner II 
B.S., Xavier University 
Matthew Richard Veith 
B.S., Miami University 
James Simmons Wallbank 
B.S., Purdue University 
john Bradley Ward 
B.S.B.A., University ofTennessee 
Joshua Michael Weber 
B.S. B.A., Ohio State University Agriculture & 
Technology 
Michael Ari Wibowo 
B.S., Marquette University 
Eric Keith Wilcher 
B.A., Indiana University 
B.S.B., Indiana University 
Christine Marie Yeaggy 
B.S., University of Dayton 
ExECUTIVE MASTER 
OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
August :1.3, 2004 
Lawrence). Brock 
B.S., Northern Kentucky University 
Mays. 2005 
PaulL. Bailey 
B.S.M.E., University of Kentucky 
B.S., Northern Kentucky University 
Charles C. Burke 
B.S., Bachelor Equivalent 
Paul Frederick Cappelli 
B.L.A., Xavier University 
]ames Michael Conway 
B.S., Summa Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati 
Brent Michael Dixon 
B.L.A., Summa Cum Laude, Xavier University 
John Jeffrey Dornette 
B. B.A.. University of Missouri 
J.D., Northern l<enlucky University 
l<enneth John Engel 
B.S., Wayne State College 
Jennifer Marie Ferello 
B.S., Bachelor Equivalent 
Patricia A. Furterer 
B.A., Thomas More College 
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Todd Bernard Gibson 
B.S., Ferris State University 
Martin Alan Gomez 
B.A., louisiana State University 
Allen Patrjck Hawkins 
B.S.A.E., University of Virginia 
M.En., University ofVirginla 
Christopher John Hills 
B.A., University of South Carolina 
Elizabeth Anna Harton-Schnarr 
B.S., Methodist College 
Christina Marie Kahler 
B.A., University of Cincinnati 
Kenneth Wade Kelly 
B.S:,.Shawnee State University 
Anthony Christopher Koop 
B.S., University of Dayton 
Scott Michael Machesney 
B.B.A., Thomas More College 
William Lawrence Marsh 
B.A.; Ambassador College 
· OevinTh!)mas McKeever 
. B.A., Saint John's University 
David[\llan Orme 
B,S., Morehilad State University 
' . 
~ryan D;>vid Peters 
B.S., Ba~;helor Equivalent 
J. Lee Putman 
B,S,B, Indiana University 
Kevin Martin Reardon 
B.S., Virginia Military Institute 
David Louis Schlegel 
B.S.M.E., Cum Laude, University of Dayton 
Albert Joseph Seigel Ill 
B.S.B.A., The Ohio State University 
George Clarke Stringer 
B.A., Miami University 
· Diane Tidwell 
B.S., <;allege of Mount St. Joseph 
Patrick B. Tobin 
B.A., Thomas More Co liege 
·Bernard JQmes Treacy 
B.C., Lincqln University 
Richard David Volmer 
B.S., Northern Kentucky University 
Michael B. Williams 
B.S.A.S., Miami University 
].D., Cum Laude, Northern Kentucky University 
Gregory Scott Wright 
B.S., Northern Kentucky University 
James Joseph Youngblood 
B.A., University of Cincinnati 




HONORARY DEGREE CITATIONS 
------ - EDWIN j. RIGAUD 
Edwin Rigaud is a successful businessman and entrepreneur, but it is his extraordinary commitment to 
making a difference in his community that truly sets him apart. In 1994 that commitment led Rigaud, then an 
executive with Procter & Gamble, to become part of the leadership team for a fledgling project-the National 
Underground Railroad Freedom Center. The center documents the invisible organization of shadowy way sta-
tions through which thousands of African-American slaves escaped to freedom in the 18oos. 
More than a history site, Rigaud envisioned the center as a venue for ongoing dialogue where people of 
different backgrounds and ethnicity could continue the work of building understanding and unity. In August 
2004, that vision became a reality when the $t15 million Freedom Center opened its doors. By then, Rigaud 
was the center's president and chief executive officer, donating most of his salary and his time to the project. 
Giving generously is nothing new for Rigaud. While the Freedom Center is the most visible of his achieve-
ments, it is far from the only one. His legacy of service includes work with the Ohio Bicentennial Commission 
and the Greater Cincinnati 2000 Commission; trusteeships for Xavier University, Tulane University, the Ohio 
Board of Regents, Cincinnati Children's Hospital Medical Center, the Cincinnati Zoological Society and the 
American Music Scholarship Association. In addition, he played key roles in Cincinnati CAN, the Cincinnati 
Youth Collaborative on Education, the GreaterCincinnati Literary Task Force and the International Youth Insti-
tute, and served as councilman and vice-mayor for the City of Forest Park, and as a member of the Greenhills-
Forest Park School Board. 
A native of New Orleans, Rigaud received his bachelor of science degree in chemistry from Xavier Univer-
sity of Louisiana, a master's degree in biochemistry from the University of Cincinnati in 1972 and a master's 
degree from the Harvard Business School. He joined Procter & Gamble in 1965 and steadily moved through 
the ranks to become vice president of government relations for North America. He retired from P & Gin 2001 
after 36 years and steered the Freedom Centerto completion. Never one to rest on his accomplishments, 
Rigaud resigned his post in November 2004 to pursue new entrepreneurial opportunities. 
A devoted family man, with three grown children, Rigaud is all the more impressive because of the bal-
ance he has been able to strike between family, service and career. 
In recognition of his remarkable achievements with the National Underground Railroad Freedom Center, 
his generous devotion to a variety of organizations, and for embodying so well the University's own best and 
highest ideals, Xavier University is honored to present to Edwin). Rigaud the degree Doctor of Humanities, 
honoris causa. 
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VYTAUTAS j. BtELIAUSI<AS . 
Vytautas Bieliauskas has been a part of the Xavier family for 47 years. In that time, he has taught and 
counseled countless psychology students, made important contributions to his field, built a strong profes-
sional reputation nationally and amassed an impressive track record of professional affiliations, leadership 
positions and honors. His tenure at the University has been one of solidarity and achievement. 
Bieliauskas' work at the University capped a journey that began half a world away. He was born in Lithu-
ania, where .he completed his undergraduate studies in 1940. The University ofTuebingen in Germany 
awarded him a Ph.D. in psychology in 1943. He did post-doctoral work at the University of Munich from 
1944 to 1946, where he then spent two years teaching. He came to the United States in 1949 and received 
a teaching appointment at l<ing's College in Wilkes~Barre, Pennsylvania, moving from there to the faculty of 
the Richmond Division ofthe College of William and Mary before coming to Xavier as an associate professor 
in 1958. 
Characterized by his peers as a professional's professional, Bieliauskas served as chair for the Univer-
sity's department of psychology for 19 years, from 1959 to 1978. His development of the master's program 
in psychology setthe stage for the creation of the University's only doctoral program. And his dedication to 
students impacted positively on the professional careers of countless students; In 1988 Bieliauskas was 
honored with the title, distinguished professor of psychology, emeritus. 
Professionally, Bieliauskas is perhaps best known for his research on the House-Tree-Person Projective 
Drawing Test that is used internationally for personality evaluation. He is Board Certified in Clinical Psychol-
ogy and Family Therapy by the American Board of Professional Psychology. He is also a fellow of the Ameri· 
can Psychological Association, the Ohio Psychological Association, the Cincinnati Academy of Professional 
Psychology and the Cincinnati Psychological Association. And, he has held a wide range of offi!:es in profes· 
sional organizations including head of the Ohio State Board of Psychology. He has published three books 
and over 100 research or scholarly articles in English, French, German and Lithuanian and received Outstand-
ing Educator of America awards in 1971, 1972 and 1974. In 1987 he was invited to join The Catholic Academy 
of Sciences in the United States of America, where he is currently program chairman. 
Bieliauskas has been active outside his profession as well, particularly in Lithuania-related causes. He 
served as executive vice president for Lithuanian-American Community Inc. from 1994 to 2000, where he 
worked to help gain Lithuania's independence. He also served as president of the Lithuanian World Com-
munity from 1988 to 1992 and, in 1990, received the Ellis Island Medal of Honor, an award given to elected 
officials who have an ethnic identity and who have contributed to the science and/or culture of the United 
States. 
And today, this tradition of honors continues. In recognition of his dedication, contributions and service 
to his students and to the greater world of his profession, Xavier University is honored to present to Vytautas 
Joseph Bieliauskas a Doctor of Psychology degree, honoris causa. 
XAviER's HERITAGE 
Xavier was founded in 1831 by Bishop Edward Dominic Fenwick, O.P., pioneer Catholic bishop of Ohio, as 
the first Catholic institution of higher learning in the Northwest Territory. 
Known as the Athenaeum, the college's first building in downtown Cincinnati, was largely financed by Eu-
ropean Catholics and particularly by Catholic citizens ofVienna. The first class numbered 6o students. From 
its beginning, the school was dedicated to the patronage of St. Francis Xavier. The Athenaeum attracted 
students from as far away as New Orleans, Mexico and Central America, and its educational quality drew 
many local Protestant students. 
At the invitation of Bishop John Purcell of Cincinnati, the Society of jesus Uesuits) assumed control of the 
institution in 1840, ensuring a steady source of faculty. Under John A. Elet, S.J., the first Jesuit president, the 
institution was renamed St. Xavier College. 
Xavier offered its first evening classes in 1841 and summer courses were introduced in 1914, thus begin-
ning a tradition of serving the unique needs and schedules of professionals and aspiring professionals in 
the Cincinnati community. 
In 1920, the college moved to its present site in Avondale, and in 1930 was renamed Xavier University, 
reflecting its growth and complexity. While women had been attending Xavier's evening college since its 
early years, Xavier's undergraduate "day" college became coeducational in 1969. In 1980 Xavier acquired 
the Edgecliff College programs and integrated them with those 
at Xavier, and by 1987 Edge cliff faculty, staff and students were moved onto the Xavier campus. 
Xavier's growth in over a century and a half since its founding reflects its origins as a teaching institu-
tion which soundly prepares students for careers or graduate study or both. A Xavier education, particularly 
at the undergraduate level, is marked by the emphasis on liberal arts learning contained in Xavier's core 
curriculum. Equally important in the Xavier tradition is the synthesis of human, cultural and ethical values; 
concern and respect for people; and an appreciation of the worth and dignity of the self and others. 
The College of Arts and Sciences, Xavier's largest and oldest college, enrolls approximately 1,700 under-
graduate and 90 graduate students, and accepts the primary responsibility for the liberal arts education 
of all Xavier undergraduates. The Williams College of Business enrolls 935 undergraduates and 900 MBA 
students, and is dedicated to preparing business students for positions of responsibility and leadership. 
The College of Social Sciences enrolls 1030 undergraduate and 1,760 graduate students in specialized areas 
of human services. 
Xavier has been an innovator in graduate education, establishing, for example, the first graduate pro-
gram in Montessori education in the United States. Its graduate programs in education have produced the 
second highest number of school administrators in the state of Ohio. Xavier's graduate program in health 
services administration is a recognized innovator in the field. The Executive MBA Program, the Health Ser-
vices Administration Program and the MEdin Human Resource Development educate upper level managers, 
professionals and executives while they maintain their current positions in their respective organizations. 
The Department of Psychology offers a master's degree with specializations in General Experimental and In-
dustrial/Organizational. While some of these graduates continue their education, many assume responsible 
positions in corporate America. The Doctor of Psychology (Psy.D.) Program holds the distinction of being the 
first doctoral program at Xavier. 

HoNoRs BACHELOR oF ARTs PROGRAM 
Students who complete a major 
in classical studies with emphasis on 
history, literature, Latin, Greek, and 
philosophy. 
UNIVERSITY ScHOLARs PROGRAM 
Undergraduate students who have 
completed a series of honors courses 
in the core curriculum. 
Honors are awarded on the 
basis of outstanding achievement in 
academic study. The undergraduate 
student must have completed at least 
half of the degree requirements and 
half of the courses in the major field 
at Xavier University to be eligible for 
honors. These honors are inscribed on 
the student's diploma, printed on the 
student's official university permanent 
record and announced at the com-
mencement ceremony. These students 
are easily recognizable by their gold 
honors cord. 
SPECIAL UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS 
UNIVERSITY SERVICE fELLOWS 
This nationally recognized service 
fellowship program honors the 
highest academic achievement and 
an outstanding record of volunteer 
community service. The recipients 
keep their fellowships through their 
four years at Xavier by maintaining a 
3.25 grade point average and perform-
ing ten hours of community service 
HoNOR GRADUATES 
SuMMA CuM LAUDE 
Bachelor's degree students who 
have earned a quality point average 
of at least 3.90 on a 4.00 point scale 
in college work will be recognized as 
graduating Summa Cum Laude. 
MAGNA CuM LAUDE 
Bachelor's degree students who 
have earned a quality point average 
of 3·75 to 3.899 on a 4.00 point scale 
in college work will be recognized as 
graduating Magna Cum Laude. 
a week. Service fellows receive full 
tuition, fees, room and board and a 
book stipend. 
Students graduating today from 
these three special university pro-
grams are wearing blue and white 
ribbons with bronze meda\lions bear-
ing the university seal. These medals 
were presented to them at an earlier 
ceremony. 
CuM LAUDE 
Bachelor's degree students who 
have earned a quality point average 
of 3.50 to 3·749 on a 4.00 point scale 
in college work will be recognized as 
graduating Cum Laude. 
AssociATE DEGREE 
Students who complete an Associ-
ate Degree with the criteria above will 
be recognized as graduating "with 
highest honor," "with high honor" and 
"with honor." 
AcADEMIC APPAREL HISTORY AND SIGNIFICANCE 
The history of academic dress and 
its significance has its beginnings from 
the earliest days of the old universi-
ties. As early as the fourteenth century 
some colleges required scholars to 
wear long gowns. Specifications of 
academic apparel became greatly 
diversified in Europe. 
In May 1895, representatives from 
colleges and universities in the United 
States met at Columbia University to 
adopt a national standardized inter-
collegiate academic apparel code. 
The "Intercollegiate Bureau of Aca-
demic Costume" was formed in 1902 
to serve as the information source 
in matters pertaining to academic 
dress. In 1932 the American Council on 
Education appointed a committee to 
revise the apparel codes established 
in 1895. Review and revisions to the 
1895 academic apparel codes occurred 
in 1932 and 1959. 
GowNs 
The gown for the bachelor's degree 
has pointed sleeves and is worn 
closed. The master's degree gown 
has oblong sleeves which open at the 
wrist and is designed with fasteners 
so that it may be worn open or closed. 
Both the bachelor's and master's 
degree gowns are black with no trim. 
The robes worn by Xavier's doctoral 
candidates are blue. The sleeves of 
the doctoral robes are longer than the 
master's, are trimmed in black velvet 
and have three velvet bands around 
each sleeve above the elbow. Doctoral 
gowns from other universities are 
most often black, but some universi-
ties have adopted colors. 
HooDs 
Hoods are worn for the master's 
degree. The material of the hood is 
black and is made of the same mate-
rial as the gown. The master's hood 
should be three and one-half feet in 
length and lined with the official color 
or colors of the college or university 
conferring the degree. The edging is to 
be three inches of velvet or velveteen 
with the color being distinctive of the 
subject to which the degree pertains. 
The colors that pertain to Xavier's 
degrees are as follows: 
Arts ...................................... White 
Business ............................... Drab 
Education ...................... Light Blue 
Science ................... Golden Yellow 
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Health Services 
Administration ........... Kelly Green 
Nursing .............................. Apricot 
THE DocTORAL HooDING CEREMONY 
The hooding ceremony is the 
traditional ceremony for conferring 
the doctorate. The Xavier Doctor of 
Psychology degree (Psy.D.) is based 
in the practitioner-scientist model. 
This means that graduates are skilled 
in the practice of clinical psychol-
ogy and in the research process that 
develops the scientific base of such 
practice. The hooding ceremony 
reflects this model. Graduates are 
greeted and escorted by the Director 
of Clinical Training, while the hooding 
itself is carried out by the Chair of the 
student's dissertation committee and 
the Chair of the Psychology Depart-
ment. Thus, clinical work, research 
activity, and scholarship are all repre-
sented. 
CAPS 
Black mortarboards of the same 
material as the gown are to be worn 
with the tassel of the color pertaining 
to the degree fastened to the middle 
point of the top of the cap. 
PROCESSIONAL BANNERS 
The banners carried in today's ceremony represent Xavier's three colleges. A banner precedes 
the students from each college. 
THE CoLLEGE oF ARTS & SciENCEs 
Wisdom, revealed by Christ and discovered by human reason, was seen in the 
Middle Ages as a lamp, and the university was created to be the lampstand 
that would make it shine before all. 
THE WILLIAMS CoLLEGE or BusiNEss 
The ship of commerce recognizes that the earliest business communication 
and trade between nations was by merchant ships. The spirit of these early 
entrepreneurs sparked the growth of modern day business. 
THE CoLLEGE OF SociAL SciENCES 
The orb is symbolic of the many cultures who benefit from the associate 
through doctoral degree programs offered in professional and liberal arts 
disciplines. The quill represents devotion to the advancement and dissemina-
tion of knowledge locally, nationally and internationally. 
THE MACE 
The mace symbolizes the legal and chartered authority of Xavier University. It is brought 
into the gathering immediately before rhe President. Historically, the mace was a war club. 
In the Middle Ages it was carried by a bodyguard to defend a person of authority. Today, 
its purpose is strictly ceremonial and carried by the Grand Marshal. During the ceremony 
the mace rests at the front of the stage in irs holder. 
A mace is a custom-made piece of art and sometimes crafted from relics of the university. 
It can be decorated with gems and precious metals, sometimes in the official university 
colors. The Xavier University mace was designed and crafi:edby Bernard Schmidt, Professor 
Emeritus, of the depanment of art. 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Photographs of the graduates will be taken by a professional photographer during the ceremo-
ny. Guests are permitted to take pictures from the floor area by the stage. Please use the stairs 






























Stanley E. Hedeen 
Undergraduate Grand Marshal 
Phyllis B. Augspurger 






































































The names and honors of the graduates listed are for purposes o_f'this program and do not represent fl final certification of graduation. 
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THE SEAL OF XAVIER UNIVERSITY 
The seal of Xavier University combines three principal ideas: 
St. Francis Xavier, patron of the university; the Jesuit order of which 
he was a distinguished member; and the university. The five verti-
cal stripes suggest the coat of arms of the Xavier family. A right arm 
wearing the Jesuit robe holds aloft the crucifix, signifying St. Francis 
Xavier preaching Christ crucified. The three sea shells signify the 
three journeys of Xavier into the Orient. Above the shield is the Jesuit 
seal, IHS, the first three letters of the name Jesus in Greek. Below is 
the Jesuit motto, AMDG [Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam], which translates 
"to the Greater Glory of God," and the words Vidit Mirabilia Magna, a 
phrase from the psalms applied to St. Francis Xavier, which translates 
"he has seen great wonders." 
X · ., u · ersity i<;an academic comrnunitycomrnitted to equal opportunity for all rersons rcgmrllessof age, sex, raw, reliHion, 11iwdirapor natlimdlori)lill. avrer nrv · .. , . . . C0MO/OI/2·'li'Jfl//M 
Produced by Xavier Umversrty s Prrntrng Servrces. · r · • . > 

ALMA MATER XAVIER 
Dear Alma Mater Xavier! 
Undying troth we pledge to you 
That we the living shall hold true 
The faith of those of years now gone 
Inviolate kept and thus passed on. 
So may the trust within us dwell 
And may this song our voices swell 
Until resounds o'er hill and dell 
Dear Alma Mater Xavier. 

